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A viable alternative to-a general education biology -courue s described
in Bette Slutslcy's 'Alternatives to the Sta=ndard Biology Course? This course
is designed to help students understand the structure and function of women's
bodies and may be used in lieu of another biology course for general education--
credit. I. 1

The final chapter, bIi Jana Osaze, deals with the psychology of teach-
Psy __Osaze's describes several inventories that have been

found to be helpful to students who require not only some content or co
feedback from their psychology course but also look to the course atia

dealing with their own personal problems and personal issues.
In addition to these teaching chapters, Donna &Liman has compiled a

baIliographyinrfurtherjnformatiertRefornemeited_here
throukh the ERIC system. I aril most grateful for the work of Bonnie Sanchez,
associate director of the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges at UCLA,
who has been most helpful-on all phases of this project. Given a short time in
which to put this voIunik together, the viik responsible for many of-the oho&
calls and contacts with authors and for generally keeping the volume in shape.
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The Kinia imiructionrsl rnnavalionr of 7
traditional matt of the 19801.

Recerit.InriOva ions in
SCiente. Instruction

John J. Holleman.

event n developments in communitycollegegoen nisi, ualui,
impetus in a series of publications in the 1960s and 1970s. These articles and
texts focused cache needs for educatibnal innovations and motivation of stu-
dent learning. A nu'rober of science instructors in community colleges were
eager to adopt the new ideas and technological advances to their: needsan

-interest perhaps best evidenced by the more than 350 Participants attending
an Audiotutorial System conference in 1,969.

As the 1970s progressed, three mayor- developments occurred that are
__now beginning to bring about changes in the methods of science instruction in
,community collegeLs. As science faculties have increased their use of modular
instruction, they have also developed new approaches to the science labora-
tory, which can best be termed the offer 6-boratory and the investigative laboratoy.
Another development that Ilas emergedfrom the seventies is the interdisciplin-
ary approach to environmental studies, which broadens the traditional narrow
disciplinary perspective and leads to a much more complete understanding of
the environment.

Interdisciplinary Developrrnenh ti
R. A. Dodge reports a statement by the education committee of the

American Institute of Biological Sciences: 'Traditional biology programs

Mu, pima' fur Community Colliers, 31, 1980 13 1
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rapidly becoming anachronisrnsfor too large a segment of 'the constituency of
-higher education" (1976, p. 6). This same concei -n has been expressed by Pat-
tison and Natoli (1977) for geography. Both statements display thorrecognition
that traditional science instruction tends to be more Oriented (tithe subdisci7_
plines of specific fields rather than to broader interdisciplinary' areas. As
Dodge notes, the time has come: "to devise programs that explore biology as it
pertains to ever cjtizen's life, environment, mental and physical health, and
political decisions" (1976, p. 7). Dodge's remarlocan be applied not only to the
concerns of biologists but also to thpse of many physical scientists. Science
faculties of numerous corlununity colleges have responded to this issue by pro-
pcisirik and/or implementing interdisciplinary environmental studies pro-
grams that pr4e this broiler perspective to their students.

"Human Beings and Their Environments"

In the fall of 1976, seven science faculty and nine science-related
administrators fronteleven community colleges convened to discuss their con-
cerns about the separateness of their disciplines as they were being taught. The
participants proposed a pilot program that would bring together faculty from
community colleges across the United States in an interdisciplinary institute.
This proposed program developed into "Human Beings and Their Eiwirqn-
ment," a project funded by the Development in Science Education Divsion'of
the National Science Foundation. The program was deqigned to fortis on a
research. laboratory experience Tor an interdisciplinary group of faculty.

The concept of "Human Beings and Their Environrfient was unique
for community colleges from its inception. As the concept developed out of the
initial planning meeting, it was determined that the goal of the project was to
be the development of interdisciplinary instructional materials in science edu-
cation that focused on human beings' impact on their environments. The
objective was to improve science instruction through the use of the interdisci-
plinary materials to demonstrate to students the relationship between scientific
concepts and the results of human actions on their environment.

The project proposed to develop instructional materials that focused on
nine geographically and environmentally diverse environments., The areas
selected had regional and national importance, and each provided a natural
laboratory setting. This concept was not new, but the idea of uniting commu-
nity college faculty at a natural laboratory site irforder to develop instructional
materials was a novel one. The natural setting provided a basis for the produc-
tion of more relevant and timely materials.

The participants in the project were recruited from fifty -one commu-
nity colleges across the nation. Thirty faculty from twenty-one colleges repre-
senting eleven disciplines as diverse as anthropology, botany, business history,
and political science were selected to participate in two field laboratory insti-
tutes. By working in interdisciplinary groups, participants could consider the
concerns of regional planning on local, state, and federal levels, as well as on
the issues of conservation, business, and recreation.

1 1
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The first two field laboratory programs were held in the Mojave Desert
and in the northern Sierra Nevada of California. The general format of the
programs involved lectures and field research. These experiences provided the
basis for the dsvelopment of the instructional materials in a module format, an
effective form of instruction (Beishir, 1976; Case, 1980; Hechinger, 1976;
Jenkins, 1977; Johnson and Johnson, 1975). The participants working in
interdisciplinary groups developed modules in the following major areas:

1. Natural history of the environmental site.
2. Current state of the site environment_
3. Methods used by human beings to bring about positive or negative

environmental changes.
4. Future prospects and problems of the site.
5. Development of action strategies that students and citizens can uti-

lize to protect and improve the environment. .

In addition to these major modules on each environmental site, mini-modules
on smaller and more specific topics were developed by individual participants,
reflecting their particular interests. Topics of thAe mini-modules varied'from

stream erosion to land use control to damage caused by off-road vehicles.

,
.

The modules were submitted to field testing With peer and student
reviews. The reviews cited the strength of content, organization, and illus-
trations (slides, diagrams, and tables) as particularly strong elements of the
modules. Students indicated the clarity of the modules enabled them to suc-
cessfully complete the instructional unit. Both student arid peer reviews indi-
cated that the five major modules of both sites would have use in a number of

ence environmen stu a les, an trite isciplinary spidies programs.
The instructional potential for these materials is great. The major mod-

ules can be used together to form a course that focuses on man's effects on dif-
ferent environments and actions that can be taken correctRegative results.
When the study of nine environmental sites is corn leted, the modules may
be grouped in a n ba orcombinations. The nat history modules forma
logical grouping f ecology and environmental stu s courses. The modules
dealing with'the current state of the environment, future problems and pros-

:poets, and action strategies can form the major elements of spcial environ-
mental study courses on public policy and the environment. The full comple-
ment of modules can be used to regular science course as supplementary work
or as independent study options for community college students.

In addition, the major modules can be utilized in citizen-oriented sci-
ence education programs. The concern that human beings are not as aware of
their impact on the environment as they should be will be addressed by these
modules. The timely nature and ease with which modular concepts can be
transferred and adapted to other environmental areas increase the specificity,
effectiveness, and utility of the modules.

_/Open Laboratory

The development of open laboratory programs is expanding in com-
munity college biological and physical science courses as-the use of modules

1
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and individualized instruction is increased. The of gective of an °per; labora-
,

tory program is to enable the student to work at times that are convenient for
him. Case (1980) states that the flexibility that students have in scheduling the
laboratory when the dutotutorial approach instruction is used enables stu-
dents to enroll' who 00a-it-Of-have because of tiit;cOnstraiiiiithesQe'
has the opportunity to spend as much time in the laboratory, either in one visit
or visits aver sevejal days, as is'necessary to complete the assignment.

The way an open laboratory is structured depends on the individual
instructor. Jenkins (1977) reports on two geography courses. that use an ebb-
orate audiovisual-tutorial instructional method. The courses involve two
detailed manuals that direct students through study exercises that involve tape
cassettes, 35mm slider, short films, and geographic models. ReeVe (1973) has
d loped an open la6oratory program for general education; life science.
courses `or non - biology majors that includes. twelve assignments, four field
exercises, and two optional exercises. Case (1980) hasdivided tie laboratory
into fifteen minicoursei, each of which includes a study giiide, .tape cassette,
35mm slides, laboratory experiments, option"-al activity and poshest. Postle-

,
thwt and Russell (1971) have developed anapproach structured a self=
instructional learning Farrel. Their program involves objectives, programmed
audio tape, student study guides, various forms of visual aids, and relevant
biological.materiS.

The material used in the open laboratories varies from course-specific
materials developed by a single instructor- or group of instructors to commer-
cially produced materials for broad general courses. The chemistry depart-

terrin-College-in-OaktudTCatifornialiascis-citthe ©pal tabordtory
format- for large freshman classes for the past five years. Regular laboratbry
manuals are used with experiments, and .assignments are made for specific
weeks. If the student is unable to complete the assignment within the time
specified, times are provided for mac-up.

The open laboratory provides students with as much time as necessary
to complete and learn the instructional material presented. Numerous studies

.(Baker, 1970; Case, 1980; Holleman, 1977; Myers, 1977; Spark9 arffilo.
Unbehaun, 1971) have investigated the effectiveness of the open labglatory
utilizin4 an autotutorial or audiovisual approach. In all these studies the stu-
dents in the open laboratory program achieved as well as or greater than stu-
dents who were .enrolled in a traditional laboratory program. The student's
reaction to the openlaboratory programs is positivestudents know they are
learning and al-c responsible for their own achievement.

Investigative Laboratory

Thornton(1972) reports the results of a Commission on Undergradu-
ate Education in the Biological Sciences panel charged withresolving the func-
tion of the instructional laboratory in biology. The panel concluded that with
everything considered, the greatest priority of the laboratory should be investi-

115



. The objectives of the investigative laboratory should be firit to under-

stand the processes by which knowledge or the different disciplines is obtained
and revised, and second to provide necessary experience for students to
develop'the processes ascribed to scientific thinking.

----Vaividtialliecrinstrictionleadrnatulally-intertheinvestigarive-labora
tory. Burke (1979) reports on an investigative laboratorysin microbiology.
The laboratory was designed around four programmed reslarch projects that
introduced scientific investigation to the students. With some variation; the
investigative approach is also being used in geology (Sugent, 1977) and.geog-

raphy (Kiester and Ki4tEr, 1977).
The investigative laboratoiy,.no matter how structured; has proved lb

be stimulating to students. The student-teather relationship is enhanced with
the investigative laboratory appmach.N13eCteacher by the verinatureof the
laboratory must be ready to discuss each student's project individually, giving

guidance and Assistance if nece . As Holt has stated..-The investigative
laboratory can provide the ifehicl for more informal stydent-faculty interac-
`tions of the type increasingly so t [by 'students]" (Holt and others, 1969,

1106).
1/4

The directions that community college science instruction began In the ,

1970s will continue td expand in the 1980s as science. faculty recogniie that
newer approaches to science instruction do motivate student learning. In the
1970s, the National Science Foundation provided supp9rt to assist faculty in
redesigning courses and developing new instructional approaches. The
National Science Foundation has not only been concerned with instructional

,clevlorrx-nt-bralsei -with-faculty-de velopment it
increasingly apparent that faculty development has not kept Pace with subject

matter and instructional development. There are signs that the National Sci-
ence Foundation is beginning to realize the need for updating that science fac-
ulty whose primary instructional responsibility is for lower-division and
undergraduate students. If this results in expanded science faculty develop-

ment programs with increased opportrunnies for community college faculty
pErticipationrthe innovations begun in she 1470s will become the accepted

procedures of the 1980s.
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Biology Co
Remedial S

orrte

Leonard 0 Hara

No Course in the biology curriculum isias important as introductory`o-r general
-4

biology. Usually it stands as a prerequisite for all other offerings and, if
thoughtfully constructed, earl reflect the teachingllearning style and educa-
tional philosophy of the departmait. .

At Northampton County Area Cornmun ge (Penn;lvania),
general biology is a ode-semester offering that focuses o basid and traditional
subject matter areas. the text and laboratory manuals are of priori irnpor-
twice since all else flows directly or indirectly from them Classroom sessions
are of the lecture type and employ a number of visual ds an5I demonstra-

,
Lions. Laboratory assignmonts parallel lectures and, foi e most part, are of

tifthethe standard or tracli rial variety, illustrating basic principles as well as famd-
Iarizing students with tools and organisms upon which the study of biology
is grounded. In form, then, one would readily conclude that the course 'strut ,
ture is unremarkable: However, this absence of flamboyance is not an inci-

) dental occurrence. Before this program was adopted, several ltsa traditional
approaches,- including Purdue's very fine autotttorial method,. were thor-
oughly investigated and rejectell, not becatise they were ideffective but
because they were less compatible with departmental philosophy than the
more stance approach. This gen- eral biology format has proven satisfactory

7
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for the pat eight years, during Which time the course has undergone constant-
updating and modification. In fact, the ease with which the traditional
arrangement lends'itsedta alterations has proven to be one of its greatest
Sting

AlIdep ental-facultrareinvolved'irrgencred bialogyreachbringdta
_ individual emphasis and- style. As a result, while topical areas arefixed,
eras in different sections of the course are treated to'different approaches

dependent up'on which instructor they choose. Ddpartment faculty also benefit,
from each uther'sireng-ths andisubject matter expertiscriby coming together on
a regular basis to dWuss the course. The product of this shading and fine tun-
ing is an effective course that has demonstrated resilience and adaptability in
demanding situations.

The most notabli/ of these adaptations are a remedial science course
"Understanding Living Things," and an at-home version of general biology.
The former gives students with limited or no scientifid background an appor-.
tunity to learn how to learn, while the latter brings everything except campus
climate to students who are unable- to attend regular in-school sessions.

Remedial Science
I

the idea of cleating a remedial science curse at Northampton sur- _

facgEi in the early 1970s as a result of a lengthy in-depth review of the entire
curriculum. Among other things it was concluded that'Phe remedial or

program needed substantial revamping. In addition to thoperenhial
nnti won't/

students decide not to and' whether an o -door institution
should allow students to bypass remediation and give them the right ia fail-if
they go choose, a concern emerged for wholly remediating the stzutient.

Proponents of this holistic approach argued that student / /need help in
more than bigic reading, writing, and mathematics; and sug steel that the
scirice areas presented a particularly difficult hurdle for the ily prepared

wer leather. They also insisted that if the institution .w ted to increase
the chances that studepts foicyd into remediation would elect to stay with the

sg-fort g-ertaligh-td.see dositive esults , -then- mare stimulating -courses
would have to be made available to themt Otherwise, remedial students would
be likely to take regular credit courses while they learnt to read, write, and
do mathematicsan app_roach that could turn the opelp aoor into a revolving

The holists won the day but their victory was short liyed. A develop-
mental science course, described below, was deVeloped but vas offered only
once. Its demise was due to a change in biology personnel and a lack of institu-
tional commitment to this approach to remediation

In 1979, during another curricular housecleaning, the remedial science
course was nearly removed from the'catalogue because it had not been taught
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for pcreral years', Very rece, ly;h'oWever, interest in all forms of remediat on
o

has begun anew. Someti ore the final carrregie Report (Scully, 1 0)

heralded-the coming of h rd ti es for higher 'education, this institutio had

vidence thatemany.mor Would be eorgoing to college with du--

rvIrilaiii-d- cialiiii c taus nclerin- lc-skitlr-Shriuking num-=
bers drtigbtei - to twenty: wo-year-olds an pliblic confille.nce jin edu-

cation compou5d the problem". As the cFAmissi1.on noted, when faced with -

these conditions-some colleges might do anything to curry student favot,

includirli5 lowering thci# stndards. FPkring threat? liTnical wellbeing '
,.. ..

curricular integrity and; at the same time, wisling toiserverthe nees of /Hir
evelopmenlal- student, -Northampton County Area Community 'Collegezfifsi

CACC) has dissembled a task forte-to study the m tter. The resurrection of
remedial science may be. one way fo cope with the oblem.

.
One of the tfuly beautiful- aspects of being /cc cher-of basic biology is

thatithe facts arai principlei that comprise the su c1` matter cah,be learned
/

and understood by prIetictally evefyone. The only things that the teacher must
be concerned at oett are that the level of instruction is compatible with,the level

of a.nstucrelo sophistication, d that the instructional process,,produces desired
outcomes. This amoebic riure made biology logical discipline upon

which to build remedial scietke. The ex tenee f a solid introductory-level
-,.

.course in the credit curriculum made ask infinitely more simple.
Basea upon institutiob:Wide deliberations, it was clear that the goals

ai the new course w'eaild have-to be difrelFent kora thoie ine finds in'the usual
biology cou While facts and principles would firm thc.bulk of what was

purposeof-thecourse-would lie to-teach-ctudents_hcalualearn:
With this- in mind, kveral goals were establislled.

improve. th%student's ability to read and comprehend basic ci-
entific writings.

2_ To improve the studefit's ability to write, placing special emphasis
on scientific itiate-rial and style.
Tollevelop within the student The kn ledge that success in basic

enee 1s no less attainable than itris in any legitimate college-leve1

Idea.
prepare

science courses.

ntual entry into regular college-l&

. The time allotted for completing most assignments was lengthened and
.

more handi-on'experiences were provided. OtherNise instructional objectives
developed for each lecture and laboratorydassknment were remarkably similar

to those employed in the credit course.; only the, mode of presentation. was

altered. A brief corhiiarisOn between the regular and remedial courses will.
illustrate the similarity.

i IThus, it was in the laboratory format that the new course made its only
major instructional departure from, the standard version. The decision,to use
nature itself asthe lab was made in the hope that these fledgling scientists would



`aisle 1. Comparison of Regular and Remedial Biology Courses

Lind:Wand* Living 773 Gentrail Biology

mks/Routs Ur _ 1,5 weeks/75 hours _ 15 weeks/75 hours.
nstruction.

Course Credits

Text ,

1-ab/Lecture'splikFlexible 3 hours Lecture/2 hours
Lab per week

4 credits, applicable toward
all degrees.

4 credits, limited .

applicability toward
graduation requirements.

Keeton, William T.
Elements of Biological Scienzt
(2nd ed.) (New York:

!'Norton, 1973).

;Part I: Ecology,
The Diversity of
Life <

Part 2:Organism
Structure
Punttion

Part 5: Cells, Structure
and-Function

Part 4: Evolution (Limited
Study of Genetics)

d

Tests

La1

4 Lecture Tests (essay);
10 Lab Quizzes (objectiv

Chemistry
Cellular Structure
and FUnction,
Energy Transfor-
'mations

Part 2: Organisms
Part 3: Genetics and

Eiolution
Part 4: Ecology,

The Diversity of
Life

ratory Exercises 80 percent of the labom-
tory CA nductcd in the field
with ei4hasis on experi-
encing phenomena then
communicating about
them. The remaining 20

tpercent en fromtak the
regular laboratory (micro-
tedmiqueartaxonemy,

"kdissection; physiology).

4 Lecture Tests Knostly
objective); 10 Lab Quizzes
(objective)

15 exercises, 9 taken from
Keeton and others, 1970.

101

come to see the study of biology in the broadest possible peripective, thereby .

. increasing the likelihood that each student would develop an affinity for and
interest in the subject matter through his or her own experiences..- typical

-. laboratory day would involve a trip to a local nature sanctuary or a stroll
through the woods and cornfields that surround the campus. Later, or on days
when the weather would not permit outside work, materials that had been
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gathered and clas;ified would becarnei the subject of more rigorous scientific,
investigation indoors.

For me, as the developer and instructor of-the course, it was an
extpsyymlipleasant and professionally rewarding p ience. Unfortunately, it
was not taught often enough to know if it could accomplish all of itirg-Oila.

At-Home Learning

For-many people, tie only thing in the way of getting an education is
inability to come to the formal classei, Posseising the ability and desire to

they need only find a way to have the educational process brought to
Colleges and universities have traditionly' either turned these appli-

a ay or offered correspondents courses for them. But nce such corre-
sponden e course typically do not carter regular college credit, they are not sat-
isfactory alternatives. The extended college concept.came into being td Over-
come this drawback and to allow schools to capitalize orr tho growing appeal of -
media as formal instructional tools (witness the plethora of newspaper - and tel-
evision-based courses for credit that have surfaced during the past decade).

In 1972, Northampton received a federal grant to assist the college in
its efforts to construct a program of learning that could lead to-an associate
degree (sixty credit hours) for students who were unaBle to come to the cam-.
pus. The primary target populations were to be homemakers, handicap
individuals, priscin inrnves,andehose living at or beyond the normal service

r boundaries of the campus. Since %at time, the college has established satellite
campuses to accommodatherast group, but-the absente-oflufficienuenroll-
rnents has still made dijachedulinj of science courses impractical..

The conversion7 on-campus offerings to an at-home mode took place
over a span of several )Fears and was accomplished with varying degrees ofdif-
culty. In most cases faculty simply wrote study guides /hat paralleled texts

and other reading assignments and mailed these to the student along with
information explaining the logistics of handling testing, grading, and periodic
consultation. Other instructors chose to make more .elaborate changes in
course format, but their task was a straightforward one compared to that
undertaken by the biology department.

Insofar as could be determined, no institution in the nation had devel-_
oped a laboratory science course that students could do entirely at home.
Indeed, some faculty suspected that it could not be done, atleast not with any
degree of integrity.'In the end, it was faculty confidence in the strength of the
general biology course that led io the decision to try to develop this course.

General Biology at Home. Anyone who has taught or merely taken
an introductory-level college biology course can testify to its logistical or tacti-
cal complexity. The subject matter is not that difficult, but the language fre-
quently presents le serious barrier to understanding. The essential tools of the
trade are familiar enough to most beginning students, but their proper use is
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often difliculPto convey because many have mislearned techniques or learned
them in ways that are unacceptable to th current course instructor. Han uts
abound, and these, as well as directions f r carrying out laboratory or tiding
assignments, seem to require constant modification or clarification. Mize:

r,-ovestuderits want and need frequent reassurances -that all is' asoing it
should., These problems of tactical complexity and communication were mag-
nified as we developed A course to be learned without a teacher present. And
the task ottransporting the laboratory to the learner seemed insurmotintable.

Before attacking logistical and laboratory problems, certain givens were
agreed upon. First, if after devising the best course possible, the department
did not agree that it was as rigorous and thorough as the on-campus version,
then it would not be implemented. This did not mean that both courses would
contain exactly the same learning experiences (obviously they could not), but
rather that the at-home variety would beof sufficient quality to withstand care-
ful peer review Second, the grading system would be the same for both courses.

, Not only would a 90 percent performance earn a grade of FA," 80 percent a grade .,,
of "8," and so forth, but performance on'the laboratory Portion of the course
would constitute one half of the total course grade. Third. since no present
member of the faculty had the time or inclination to undertake the entire project,
a master'ickgree-prepared biologist would be hired to do the basic planning
and writ and I, as department chairman, would serve as project supervisor.

The first order of business for the new staff member was to review the
?

entire general biology course from the perspective of one who had had no pre-
vious exposure to it. To the furthest extent possible, this course review was
also ended -to-simulate-the-condition-s-of the--at-home-sttrelentAs-a-rrsolt,
chapter-by-chapter guides were written and the course syllabus was expanded.
Directions were made as explicit as practical, and any faculty-departures from
or dilagreements with textual material were-so noted. (For example, one could
no longer.afford to wait until a model of a sodium-potasiium pump comely in
class to explain that many of the aspects of the model had been clarified since
the printing of the text.) This information had to be included in the study
guide so that the at-home student would not panic or get bogged down in a less
than crucial concept.

The review exercise revealed another inn:6'7'417u aspec't of at
teaching, one that has resulted in improved teaching "on-campus,as well. In
attempting to be as dearias possible, the developers found that they were elim-
inating other barriers to student learning. By forcing the issue of telling at-
home students exactly what was expected '.of them, the syllabus and related
materials were stripped of faculty doubletafk to reveal the mindset of the
teacher. This element of learningfinding out the instructor's exact position
regarding the course and the studenthas long been recognized by students
as a key to success in higher education.

Study Guide. The combination syllabus/study guide has emerged as a
"kide-marokned, double-spaced, fifty-page document dealing principally with
the lecture portion of the course (for a copy contact this writer). Its-content is

2,
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little more than a refined version of my.lecture notes: key words and concepts
from each reading assignment that, when condensed and scrawled on the
blackboard prior to a given lecture, help to alleviate the student complaint' of
being unable to tell whe 'Lrnportant".material leaves and the wild tan-

,.
mete

Laboratory. Without question, the laboratory portion of the course
presentid the greatest challenge. Not only did the directions have to be cl6r

_and nearly foolproof but exercises also had to be capable of being done outside
the formal laboratory and inithe absence of the instructor.

Predictably, the developmental process 'began with whit already'
existed, the on-campus general; biology laboratory exercises. The finished
product, a sixty-one-page lab;ratory manual, maket.extensi've use of illustra-
tions, tables, and readings found in the text. Bich of the fifteen exercises has
been field- tested, and all but three have n taken wholly or in part from the
regular course. A list of the faboratory titles reveals their compatibility with
most freshmanflevel biology offerings:

The Microscope
Microtechniques
pH and Enzyme Activity
Digestive System of the Fetal Pig
Respiratory System of the Fetal Pig
Urogenital System of the Fetal Pig
Human Physiology I
Human Physiology II

alSwIonallybrid_mad_Dihykuid_Crosses Cenci ic_C
Population Dynamics
Taxonomy and Classification
Ldwer Plants
Mold Growth
Higher Plants

4, Nature Study
boratory assignment& closely)p.uallel those in the text and students are

required to maintaindti record of the work they havedone. By carefully con-
structing these lab-requirements and by tying quiz questions to the work that -

students perform, the possibility that students might not do the work them-
selves has been minimized (for instance, dissections must be presented to the
evaluator, and questions or return demonstrations on the actual dissect
process are part of the testing procedure).

Laboratory Kit. F-Ach enrollee in the at-home general biology course
receives a laboratory in kit form. This kit was valued at $225 when assembled
in 1975, most of which went for the microscope and carrying case. In addition,
students are frequently told to supply common household items. They are also
directed to use their own anatomy and physiology to illustrate a variety of phe-
nomena.

The 'course has worked surprisingly well. It has fulfilled the needs of
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Table 2. Supplies for At-Home Geheral Biolo

Microscope
Microscope Carrying CAse
Slide Box (Plastic)

4131ik Slides
1 Spirogyra Conjugation
1 Human Blood Smea:r
1 Fern Prothallus
1 Frrn Son
1 Moss Garnetophyte
1 Mixed Diatoms
1 Moss Capsule

Kodachrome Slide Series
18 Fetal Pig Sides

Reagents (Liquid)
12 ml. .IN HCL
12 inl. .IN NaOH
10 inl. Wright's Stain
10 ml. Iodine Stain
6 ml. Universal Indicator

Dissecting Kit ,
Scalpel
Blunt Probe (Metal)
Ruler
Eye Dropper
Scissors
Teasing Needle
Forceps
Feral #

Dissecting Tray
1 P,olyglove
2 Pieces String
fTripociNfigni6er
1 Test TaolStand
10 Test Tubes
7 Mouth Pipettes (Sterile)

Envelopes .
1. Dissecting Needles (12)

Eye Droppers (3)
2. Dry Yeast
3.. Nutrient' Broth (in foil)
4. Sterile L.ancets (2)

-Alcohol Fads (2)
5. PTC (Taste) Raper (6 strips)
6. Lens Paper (12 pieces)

Cover Classes (slips) 1 packet
7. Manganese Dioxide or Iron Filin
8. Eye Chart with Directions

abarato

in foil)

the studenti and the quality requirements of the faculty and, in the process,
has brought about improvements in the regular biology course. One aspect of
the implementation phasj, that has helped reduce problems is that most stu-
dents have been able to Caine to campus every four weeks to take the required
tests and quizzes and to turn in laboratory assignments. Those who could not
come to the school have been tested by professionals in their local areas, and
prisoners.have beeri-visited by course instructors. Regularly icheduled tele-
phone conversations with the instructor take the place of office hours; emer-
gencies, too, are handled by phone.

There is little question that, given the choice of on-campus or at-home
study, all faculty and most students would select the former,' if for no other
reason than the stimulation that classroom interaction provides. Still, for those
who have no such alternative, the at-home general biology course has proven
to bea more than satisfactory substitute. /

Summary

Once the format and style of the basic biology course have been estab-
lished and agreed upn by the department, it can be used as a point of depar-
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ac in
ecision Making

n-G Creager-

can and should be taught in science classes. In the
e science

concepts, facts, and methods. Today, 'many science teachers recognize that
they must help students learn to rnalco! decisions about the uses of science and

sologylow has this come about?
First, our knowledge of science has been expanding and continues to

expand at an evonential rate. Likewise, technologies based on scientific disc
cowries have grown at a tremendous rate. Many new pose li de exist for
bovrivemighillSe-SCienee and nol

Second, many of these tedsinologies came into use before their ethical
implications had been fully explored. We began using life-support systems in
medical es before we had determined the conditions under which we
might be jus led in "pulling the plug." We implemented kkdustrial technolo-
&ies before we had determined their effects on the environmiint. And we con-
tinued to use energy supplies and natural resources at increasing rates before

had considered the 'consequences of their depletion.
We therefore know that citizens; regardless of whether have

sen sae careers, will be faced with political add perional deci-
c uses of science and teol+y. Some will serve on civic corn-

o o vote on issues invo -ving science



tai
of health. In tom;Commum

enter the health professions will need to make ethical ns
-behavior in the care of patrents. Snits entg of
careers w be faced with decisions about environmental quality, conservation
of natural resourm ent of new technologies to provide energy
and go

help students
values and learn to make et iical dions. remainder of this article will

some of the available teaching methods and provide exam

Approaches to Teaching Ethical Decision Making

egies, and simulation. These ap
are intended to offer students a way to consider alternative solutions to prob-

to riiikiritticiiial able& baied on their own values; Theriemethdds
do not tell students what their values-should be nor do they allow instructors to
indoctrinate their students with their own values.

-----Valner-Clarificatioi Values clarifiesitiOn -was one-- of the-
metheids of helping students to consciously think about and choose their own
values. Raths (1966) contends that great diversity exists among people in the

clarity of their values:Some know what they have to "AFto society-and-what
to get out of their lives. They live their lives with enthusiasm, pur-

d pride. They see things about society that need changing, but they go
about fostering these changes in positive and constructive ways. Others seem
not to know what they want or what they can contribute. They exhibit apa-_shy N-emi . S. _maybeextecmely
extremely nonconforming to the behaviors of the rest of society. The former

clearly %defined values; the latter may suffir from a'confusion of vaMes.
The techniques of values clarification developed by Raths, Harrnin,

and §irion (1966) are litsed On their how People arrive at and clarify-
the values they hold. From their studies, we can define a value as something
that is important in human existence and that meets the following criteria:

_ _ _ I._Choosing _freely values must_be chosen by the Wlividual to_be
really valued.

2. Choosing from smiting alternativesalternatives must be available
to make a free'choice.

3. Choosing after thoughtful consideration of the consequences of each
fdterpative careful and intelligent weighing of consequences must
replace impulsiveness if true values are to emerge.

aldwrishin choices result in values we epleased to
hold.



affirm values resuh& from hay-
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science that have led to
ronmenta/ standards is related

pie$ y of app of
g anud maintaining ofenvi-

of many science counes. Po
related to the

in
from the transmission of content to

To encourage students to examine of various alterna-

resent some alternatives them to consider and to allow
them to suggest other alternative& For example, m a unit on factors that con-

we might present the students with the following state-
(about 200 a.) The strongest witness is the vast popu-
which we care a buikd and she scarizelY-Can provide

famine;

quakes have come to be as a blessing to ovetorc
they serve to prune away the luxuriant growth of the human

1964, pp. 22-211T1Wstatemeribe-T011oWedlirqu
general class discussion:

1. What does this statement imply about thevalue of human
1.-Ho does the statement compiu.e.wish_todayl underatmtf

factors that control population size in natural ecosystem?
3. What alternatives to C3 phes are there to control human popu-

lation?
WWffiZtei-native would-you choose and why.

5. How do your actions reflect your values?
The purpose of this activity is to enable the students to consider alter-

nativei and make individual choices. Instructors may prole any amount of
sclentific information; they may even express values if stu ents want to know

their instructor's views. However, it is important to recognize that if the stu-

dents are to arrive at thip own carefully thought outvalues, they must not feel

pressured Taltdoprititillstructoervatu
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the wtklexur----
.T Wye values

slt and thrAing a choke of the
in which several values may be

re. The ep in his
1. Stating the problem_

DetesTninini the pt on.
Stating the values or moral judgments involved in
action.

4_ Rank-orderipg the vgua.
vourie-olacnots

ing vai
leb.ieffer (1979) recommends the case 3111

students tertuc this methocL- We will select for
table proteins; we will begin by stating our problem as a question: Should
humans in an affluent country be required to obtain their proteins from vege-
table aources?...lna course-in chemistry-or-b. ,the itopioof proteins.ancL.
how they are used by living organisms rin arise. The instructor might pro-
vide students information on tile various of arnino acids in proteins

on-theJt ind_and_amoun of protein
ion would be the fict that humans can

_from different sources
human body. Included in

too n mm v protein
place liss demand on the ecosystem in which they live. (See Lappe, 1971,
more information on vegetable proteins.)

Now that we have our roblem clearly stated we muse list all libk
courses of action. The tendency is to answer the question with a Simple yes or
no, but students should be encouraged-jo consider a variety of possibilities.
For example, students might propose thit certain groups of people ob4in pro-
teins from vegetables or that all people obtain proteins from some-
of the time.

When several courses of action have been proposed, all values that bear
on'cach course of action should be listed. Listing these in writing hel 3 to dal--
ify the thinking about them. For example, for the alternative at humans
should obtain proteins from vegetables, we might list the fo values: (1)
rights of the individual do not include the lien to eat animal proteins unless all
humans can eat animal proteins; (2) society has the right to prevent some peo
ple who can afford animal proteins from consuming them if all citizens cannot
afford them; (3) discrimination against any group of citizens is unethical; and
(4) enforcing rules to cause people to consume vegetable proteins would

nexpe ituret money that dbebetter er pur-

31



for each of the
reasons for the values try include in eath of their

values related to each alternative before
(1979) not= dna this proms imgages

o instnictive panbf the process.
difficidtiiarcortbiAl

t. In fact, ore 1th gft demon ethics as the
xnay v rc t value in dill

I 11

o1 provide moral abso-

valuetr can be offer. Students might ask
Live, with a decision based on any

-wmild the student be comfortable living in a
? Another method for

times Ple
y group of tizens is unethical under any cir-

principle of
le proteins harms no onejind that it makes

er the number of people helped,
We could
protein available to

--the
natives will have
highly ran
vidual chokeone

o rank-order values, some alter-
rankings than ottirrrs. The alternative with the most

_one Win= if the problem is one of in&
rson's decision to eat or not to eat vegetable proteins

the tedmique 110 at in owever, m
native may havehighly ranked values, therefore necessitating a choke am'ong
these values. The individual must acquire further information about the issue

andreevaluatesankings until she or he can arrive at an acceptable choice.'
edinique can be expanded to group decisions or

For example, the issue of who eats vegetable protein under what circum-
stances might be addressed by a governmental body. Decision makers would

7he -reathtnnsensus on the issuebridentifyiortoldeofft among
ues implied by each decision. Individuals in the group who oppose society'

g that some people cannot have animal proteins unless all can have -

them might agree that every member of society should be limited to a specified

amount of animal protein over a fiveiiFenil of tune. The group inlight use a
balance sheet for weighing highly ranked values for each lternative to arrive
at the selection of one alternative that accommodates the greatest number of
highly i-anked values for the greatest number of members of the group.

Students, in turn, could be asked to form small committees of from five

n kidividuals. Each committee would use the dicisionaking_
thearrive _ e most acceptable alternative on a given issue. A general

straWiTrrale p group mighrgalg-itied.
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In ping roles
Div tti the* A

is
-gn simulations, maps
council, or even a bies

ci pants in the simulation, thou
actually rtiet in the

tic as poly g,
only three or four roles makes it easier for tha situation

and min to use the technique.
entire class in sufficient detail so that each

ig
_11_11.z al et .1 #.1

is have
me variations can be introduc4-&For mam-
mies that opposite to the views they actu-

Pqrnit Fleaskia
in the middle of a simulation.

aming the simulation it is important for nts to realize that if the
g o i n g g e t s t o o r o u g h , they may ask to terminate simulation at any time,
Instructors should be careful not to let Aituations degenerate into emotional
tirades. The procedures already described for considering alto Ives should
be incorporated into the simulations so that students learn to on their
feet about ethical choices.

Much of the valuably learning experience from a simulation comes
from the critique that should immediately follow Null simulation. Role players
might be asked their reaction to playing a particular role. They might also be
'Liked what End of preparation they did between the time they accepted a, role
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simuon was held both the m
might be asked if they got any new insi into

simulation, or how the simulation could have been made
ramie. A- sanulation should he considered successkil if students gain a

better understanding of the scientific concepts involved in the simulated situa-
tion and if try improve their ability to deal with ethical issues related to the

and

ExamplA of a Classtoom Activity

Values clacation, g, and simulation canI a combined
effectively to trarb ethical decision making, as the following example iflius-
trate!.

In this simulation a group of inclividuals concerned with" health
-ribt-bed-intensiveeare-unit

rarnum ty hosnnal will be > ged in anticipation of a situation when
more patients need intensive care than can be accommodated. The group con-
sists of a physician from the intensive. care unit; a nurse fmm the Intensive car
unit; a nurse from the general medical unit; the hospital ackninistrator; a min-

priest, or rabbi; and a citizen concerned with health care. An observer-
sits in on the simulation. This person will listen to the discussion.

report to the dass the decision of the group, the main criteria the group used to
arrive at their decision, and the factors they considered in arriving at their
decision.-Having an observer-reporter-frees role-players-to focus on the
lem at hand.

In preparing for this simulation, it form an
divide the class into groups of seven students each A second citizen may be
added to some of the groups so that all students in the rIvisi may participate.

vahumdadficationtechnique_ anithe decision- makingtechnique
to the class and ask them to think about possible alternatives for dealing with
the situation prior to the sirnulation.

At the nine of the sirnula,tion, give each group a list of patients they are
to presently -tictupy the six sin intensive care unite (I) a young
mother of two preschool children who is recovering from open heart surgery;
(2) a seventy-fivyear-old man whose emphysema requires the use of a respi-
rator.; (3) a middle age4 businessman with lung cancer; (4) a sixty year -old
woman physician with congestive heart failure; (5) a teenager recovering from
a motorcycle accident; and (6) a female welfare recipient whose husband has
left her with three children and who is recovering from severe, pneumonia.
Two new patients need to be adrnitteil to the intensive care unit One is a bril-
liant student just entering law school who has been in an accident that catlse
head and chest injuries. The other is a middle aged eacher who is suffering.
from a particaul serious case of flu.

The pmary business of the group is to devlse a set oocnte is foideter-



unit The group is expected

descaecl here
ruareennalledin-

.of saence on their
us in science courses does much to

on so ty.. The t
g with
in the

mplirietions of a problem in xi-
es foLfar better decision -ma.king.than the im-

am somet applied to ethical problems.--
Finally semis awe t more highly motivated to science when limn-
Wiens aid challenging discussions are classroom activities. In my

tatitoottr---
seem to come to life when thepardci

Faculty members also benefit from the use of simulations and ethiag
decision-making techniques. Working with more highly motivated students is
only part of the reward. Tolhe extent that we want sncc tai t o have positive
images of science and scientists, using these techniques gives us an op
tunity to show student, that scientists are concerned about the effects of so-
enact on tocietr.- In the past, even those science iroinietors who save the need
for incorporating ethics into the teaching of science had few methods available
to do this. Now that the methods described in this chapter and other similar
ones are available, every science teacher can and should find a way to teach
ethical decision making.

eagen ,Ce
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During there are four kinds of .mental lapses a

intent of the lecture or the newer
is to the student, the mow these "lapses are to occur.
irat such lapse occurs wlfen there is a context shift and the student

This kind of pry is espeally likely to happen in
0



ten in a than

For example, a lecturer may be using a r1 and t to designate
one stage in a lecture and later may employ these same let-

nova. The problem is that sometimes the student fails to
context has shifted. This lag in context shift may = =-

a minute or htrt if the content of the lecture is diffiadt int-elation
the student , recovery and reenter into the instructor's ctila.pf

reasoning may be difficult.
If the lecturer introduces an idea which for some reason the stu

y fr-47 iremay lie a second temporary lapse atten-
tion to the ongoirtg flow of ideas. This kind of problem happens when the stu-
dent mrperiences trouble connecting the content to what he or she already
bows

For knowledgeable students who may have been doing reading and
talking out of class about a subject that comes up in lecture, a third kind of

-mental lapse can occur.. The lecture c nt setsoff an indepcnclent_chin
Vit on the part of the student-again, the interruption may be brief, but

the lecture flows on and the student's task is to cycle back in.
Fussily, a fourth lapse is tiommon when a lecture is dense with content

that is new and complex for the learner. The mind fatigues faster in these
circumstances and responds to the situation by closing down for short periods..
_ These four lapsescan be thought of asa random yatiablekatftres off
randomly throughout the lecture period. However, highly motivated students
who are trying to ideas being presented are more prone to
lapses of the kinds desert than are students who do not care. A treatment
procedure called the ti plr serves to improve the learning efficiency

Pausing Principle-

--fraleotiarenpauses Tor two minutes at least three tunes during e uff-

and has students in adjacent seats share notes and comments, more of the con-
t
ent of the lecture will be learned and retained by more students. Typically,

sharing by three saw:lents provides sufficient variety in the notes and interpre- --
dons of what was said to recover what earh student might have lost. In addi-

tion, the immediate rehearsal of the ideas occasioned by the pause reinforces
new concepts and decreases the chance that students will learn incorrect or
partial concepts. Furthermore,- the pause-device forces students to use each
other as resources. s"

During these analysis periods the students do not ask questions of the
lecturer. The myth that one student's question is shared by almost everyone
else in the class is rarely substantiated by research on the subject. These lapses

ead'occur far more randomly, if the class is taken as a frame of reference.
pausing period is not meant to interrupt or disrupt the flow of ideas in the .0
re iaestionsAhat-sre stillurtresolved-in-the-grou* are few-and-will-be



Wait lime

f pausing called tams -tine has relevance
conducted by Rowe (197.8) sikgeats that the typical

en instinctors and students lair ton rapid. She found
one secondafter they as a question for students to

r do not start a reply m thapenod, the teachereitbr
ion or calls on another student. After the student responds,
laRy. reacts withirtasecantl. There tartly is time for students

to have second thoughts, to try alternate explanations, or to speculate about

e by feeding speech dmingdiscussioh into a chart
if there are uses, the pen tracks horizontally. 'figure 1 shows true usual

fast interaction pattern, with no sustained pauses. When a person is trying to ,
a complex thought, however, his s comes in bursts that are often

much as several seconds,

a rotor responds immediately, the rat. of the, s
string gets cut off or attenuated. Recent samples of science sation,diieussion
rates in several colleges suggest the average wait -time is 1.2 seconds pause,
with the pause after a student makes atririttiarresOonsenccountintformore
the variance in verbal behavior than the pause following the teacher's question
(see Figure J). Figure" 1 and 2 illustrate why this Might be

Ifavciage siait-tirne &mann= of threniecnnda or hanger are achiev
six student langtiage'and low performance variables that gate to science
information processing in college classrooms change.

Length of Student Responses. Under a fast idled tend
to consisrof -short pauses =Wray:1y exhibit explanation of arty .ectrnplexity:
Data from the.chart plots suggest that when the second wait-time is prolcniged,
it contributes measurably:to the appearance of longer statements. The average
shift was from eFven gar& to twenty-eight words.

Uniolicited but Appropriate Student Responses. This outcorne is
more responsive to the second than the first wait-time but is influenced by
both. The average shill was from a mean of three responses to a mean -of

en-
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Figure 3. Features of a Discussion Cycle

Ways of Knowing_
What do I know?

'Why do I
believe it?
What is the
evidence?

Actions
What do I infer?
What must I do
with what I know?
Do I kn how to .

mite

Values
care?

a Do I value the
outcome?

t:onsequences
Do I know what
would happen?

to Respond. 'Don't know" orno responses were often as high
as 50 percent in classrooms where the mean wait-time fell at one second or
less. This outcome is more susceptible to manipulation of the first wait-time,
the pause that the teacher allows before calling on another student or repeating

_ a question. (It also ,happens to be responsive to reward incidence.)
Speculative Thinking. This is influenced by both types of wait tunes:

The average shift was from a mean of eleven events.
Evidence and Inference Statements. Under a fast schedule, the incl.-

dence of qualified inferences is extremely low. When wait-time is lengthened,
this outcome variable changes in a desired direction and is more susceptible to
the second kind of pause. * *

Number of Structuring Moves. It
very

It is a well-established fact from class-
room interaction studies that, students do not ask questions v Often. When
they do, the questions are usually for clarcation of procedures and are rarely
ever directed at other students. This outcome variable seems to be susceptible
to both classes of wait - times.. Structuring and soliciting moves by students
shifted from a mean of 5 to a mean of 20, a four-fold increase. Moreover, it
appears that duration of student attention and persistency in trying to incoipo-
raite these new ideas into their own conceptions of science increases.

It is no easy task to learn to manipulate the two pauses; in articulat,
the temptation to cut wait-time two short is overwhelming for some inairuc-

aton. However, if one contrasts Figure 2 with Figure 1, it is possible ni see why
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wait...time two is especially vital to the process. The flat spots are followed by
additional speculation, clarification, and alternative explanation that never
get a chance to take place without vigorous prodding under the inquisition
model:

Ultimately the discussions may be guided through a cycle like the one
shown in Figure 3. Apparently failure to go completely around the cycle in d'is-
cussions leads to anomalies such as students who test well on knowledge but
not on application or students who know that some principle is relevant to
them but fail to incorporate appropriate actions.

Detection and Measurement of WaitTime

To run a wait-time study you need a tape recouler and a stop watch (a
chart plotter is nice but not essential). Make recordings of fiftein-minute time
samplei of discussions as you normally run Ciensi`an. d find out what wait-time
one and wait-time two-averages you are,generating. -

Wait-time one types may appear in two varieties. Normally this type
begins when the teacher stops speaking and terminates when a student
responds-orthe -teacherspeaktragainAfTarsornet imes-h appensTa-te ache-casks
a question, pauses, calls on a student, and pauses again, the two pauses are
added together to constitute an instance of wait-time one.

Wait-time two is calculated by taking the sum of all pauses occurring
on the student's part terminating when the teacher speaks. The more common
varieties include the case in which a` student speaks, stops, and the teacher
speaks again; and the case in which a student speaks, pauses, speaks again,
and the teacher rejoins the play. (Here the term student is used generically;
that is, it refers to the two-player model. The pauses may Occur within the
speech of a single pupil or they may occur between the speech of a succession
of pupils. In either case, the collection of pauses are summed and constitute a
tingle instance of the post-student-response wait-time.) Correlations between
the two kinds of wait-time vary somewhat but tend to be on the order of 0.17
(Rowe, 1974a).

Computation of Mean Wait -Titre

How mean wait-time is calculated depends on the purpose to be served.
One method is to c,:culate an unweighted mean by totalling the seconds for all
pauses and then dividing by the number, of bstyjOn:player exchanges. This
method is the one most easily understood by teachers.

A second method involves the calculation of a weighted mean. The
sum of seconds for each kind of pause is divided by the total number of
between-player exchanges for that type. This has the effect of weighting each
type according to its frequency of occurrence. The mean of these two means is
the average wait-time.

Student responses should be classified in a way that relates to those out-



come variables appropriate to a given teacher. For ttxample, evidence/infer-
ence connections among variables is of high interest in science. The teacher
should tape a class, count the number of these,connections in the fifteen-min
ute segment, and then figure the average rength of each lecture in words or
time units. The variables might be clissified in this manner (Rowe, 1978):

Verification Statementsquestions that allow students to verify the
conts of the system and the correct sequence of procedures.
EvidienOnee Statementi statements concerning condition of the sys-
tem:statements of evidence of interAtion in a system, observations.
Analytical Statements statements, that identify variables and state
relationships between them.-

± Empirical Inferences inferences that change variables or condi-
tions and make predictions about the outcomes.
Implication Statementsstatements and questions in which stu-
dents seek to explain relationships among variables.

This tape and analysis serves as a base line. In successive classes, the
wait-time should be manipulated independently and jointly. The process
should be treated like any science experiment: obtain data, perform analyses,

ter e vari es. or example, manAinshoctors-haveludifficult rinarten
ening wait time two- sometimes can a cured when the teacher uotices if
he or she is mimicking or repeating things students sayan affliction of nearly
70 percent of all teachers (Rowe, 1978).

It takes knowledge of the discipline and a willingness to experiment
with the pausing principle if one is to cycle completely around the phases
shown in Figure 3. There are difficulties; for example, the discomfort and
embarrassment that occur when you ask a question of a particular student and
an answer does not seem forthcomirts. A teacher must first be sure to give the
minimum three seconds. Second, a ground rule should be establisthat a
student may say: pass." Results of this option indicate that the student is 75
percent more likely to come back into the conversational flow without prompt-
ing before the period is out than if he or she either is not given sufficient time
or does not have this option (Rowe, 1974a, b).

Discussion

is at first counterintuitive to expect that a pausing phenomenon
could produce the results described reliably and in settings as diverse as class-
roans and the docent programs in the Smithsonian museum. Perhaps it is as
Norwood Russell Hanson says: "The paradigm observer is not the man who
sees and reports what all nonma observers !cc and report, but the man who
sees in familiar objects what no one else has seen before" (1972, p. 30).
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Teaching Practices
i_in.:_the±Sciences=

Jack Friedlander

In the fall "of 1977 under a grant from the National Science Foundation, the
Cents for the Study of Community Colleges surveyed a nations] sample of
faculty members who responded to a questionnaire concerningibe instruc-_
tional practices they were using in their science classes. Questions on this Sci-
ence liortructor Survey Form concerned: course enrollment and completion
rates; use of instructionakediniques, media, and materials; reading require-
ments imposed on students; knowledge tested; items used on examinations;
grading practices; use of out-of-class activities; use of instructional support
services; suggestions for making the instructor's course better; and instructor
characteristics.

The major findings of that survey are reporfed in this chapter. A more
detailed account of the methodologies and findings related to science instruc-
tion, curriculum, and faculty characteristics (obtained in the larger study
upon which this chapter is based) is-available in the ERIC system. These mon-
ographs, edited by Florence B. Brawer, deal with the following subjects: agi-
cWture and material resources (Beckwith, 1979a); anthropology and interdis-
ciplinary social science (Beckwith, 1979b); biology (Edwards, 1979a); chem-
istry (Mooney, 1979a); earth and space science (Edwards, 1979b); economics
(Friedlander, 1979a); engineering technologies (Friedlander, Rosenthal, and
Edgard:, 1979); interdisciplinary and environmental sciences (Edwards,

New Dinetkintfie ComelogiO. aft er, M, 980 35



1979c); mathematics and computer science (Beckwith, 1979c); physics
(Mooney, 1979h); psychology (Hill, 1979a); and sociology (Hill, 1979b). The
principal findings of the survey of programs and course offerings are reported
in Friedlander (19791).

Course Enrollment and Completion Rates

The number of students enrolled in a class section influences the way a
course is taught. For the total sample, analysis of course enrollment and com-
pletion rates showed that 79 percent of the thirty-two students who initially
enrolled in a class completed it and received a grade. Students enrolled in sci-
ence courses (defined here as agriculture, biology, chemistry, earth and space
sciences, interdisciplinary natural sciences, and physics) were slightly more
likely to complete their course (82 percent) than students in the behavioral sci-
ences (81 percent) (defined here as anthropology and interdisciplinary social
sciences, economics, psychology, and sociology) or engineering technologies
(79 percent). The lowest completion rates occurred in mathematics (including
computer sciences) where only 71 percent of the students received a grade

es were mu more y to enrol engineering
courses than females (89 percent versus 11 percent) and to a lesser extent in
mathematics courses (59 percent versus 41 percent). A greater percentage of
females than males were enrolled in behavioral science courses (56 percent
versus 44 percent) and sciences courses (53 percent versus 47 percent).

Instructional Activities

Faculty members were asked to indicate wheel or not they use esch
of twelve instruction d modes in their classes. Most of the instructors used
their own lectures (94 percent), quizzes/ex aminations (88 percent), and class
discussions (81 percent). A much smaller peaces of the instructors re'pCAe'd
that they 'used media (46 percent), lecturesfdem tions (29 percent), situ:
dent verbal presentations (25 percent), guest lectures (12 percent), field tripe
(10 percent), and simulation/gan3es (10 percent). Along with the finditigivon
the percent of class time instructors devote to each of their instructional activi-
ties, the results noted earlier demonstrate that behavioral science and mathe-
matics teachers still rely primarily on lecture and class discussion to present
information to their students, while instructors in engineering technologies
and sciences.devote muds of their class time to lectures and student laboratory
exercises.

instructional Media

One of the items on the Science Instructor Survey asked respondents to
indicate whether or not they used each of fourteen forms of instructional
media in their class. The three moat popular types of media were chartslais-
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plays (56 percent), films (49 percent), and transparencies (47 percent ). The
other forms of media were used by less than 40 percent of the instructors. In all
cases, a higher percentage of full-time than part-time faculty used the various
instructional media considered. In terms of variety, science instructors were
by fax the lar media users, while those teaching mathematics introduced
relatively few riledia in their classes.

Instructional Materials

Most of the instructors (95 percent) in the disciplines surveyed used a
textbook in their course, while a substantially smaller number used one or

_more_ of the following materials: syllabi and handout materials (62 percent),
laboratory materials and workbooks (44 percent), journals/magazines (25 per-
cent), reference books (22 percent), collections of readings (14 percent), news-
papers (11 percent), and problem books (10 percent). Over all, abbot 60 per-
cent of the instructors indicated that they were very satisfied with their text-
books and their laboratory materials and workbooks; the others expressed
some dissatisfaction with.their instructional material,.

itYthbselettion of-textbooks-A, 42 ptreenrofihe-instracrors
noted that they had total say in- this decision, 34 percent had to have their
choice of textbook approved by either an adminiitrator or a committee, and 22
percent had no input in the selection of their textboloks. Instruaors in the sci-
ences and behavioral sciences had the most say in the selectiop of their text-
books, while those tenrhing mathematics had the least. A much greater per-
centage of part-time than full-time faculty indicated that they did not partici-
pate in the selection of their textbooks (64 versus 1 percent).

Reading Requiremenb for Students

One of the questions asked of the faculty members was: 'Tor your
course, how many pages do you require your students to read in textbooks, lab
manuals, collections of readings, reference books, magazines/journals, and
newspapers?" On an average, instructors required their students to read 314
pages. The heaviest reading load was assigned by instructors in the behavioral
sciences (419 pages). Science instructors asked their students to read more
pages than did instructors in the engineering technologies (361 pages versus
235 pages), whereas instructors in mathematics courses gave their students the
least material to read (205 pages). Textbooks accounted for most of the assigned

in each of the disciplir

Knowledge Tested

Facuhy members were asked to indicate the cbmpetenciea they expected
their students to exhibit on examinations. Close to 85 percent of the instruc-
tors in, the sample noted that it was very important' that their students

4?



demonstrate on their tests an acquaintance with the concepts of the discipline.
Other competencies tested for on examinations included the following: mas-
tery of a skill (51 percent); ability to synthesize course content (47 gement);
understanding the significance of certain works, events, phenomena, and
experiments (45 percent); recall of specific information (43 percent); and abil-
ity to relate concepts to students' own values (24 percent). Faculty members
teaching a class in mathematics and engineering technologies were much more
likely than those in the other disciplinary areas to emphasize mastery of skills
on their tests. The ability to synthesize course content and to relate concepts to
students' own values were stressed by instructors in the behavioral sciences
and, to a lesser extent, in the sciences.

Examination Items

One half of the instructors saidthey frequently include multiple response
items on their examinations. This type of item was most frequently used by
instructors in the behavioral sciences (79 percent) and sciences (66 percent). A
much smaller percentage in the total sample called upon their students to pro-
vide written answers to essay questions (31 percent) or completion items (25
percent). As might be expected, math problems were frequently used on
exams in nearly all mathematics courses (93 percent) and most engineering -
courses (72 percent).

Grading Practices

Another survey item asked instructors to note their methods for deter-
mining studenti_ _sod the relati;ie- _ to each method
their grading. About 60 pet
to determine a significant.
used by 41 percent. No o
the student? grades. Oth
the determination of studen

f the faculty used quick-score objective tests
n of student? grades; essay exams were

ion determined a significant percentage of
s.that were given at least some weight in

es were homework assignments (40 percent),
regular class attendance (35 percent ),,participation in class discussions (35 per-
cent), papers written outside (34 percent), and laboratory reports
(27 percent). In geneta4 helm al science instructors were more likely than
instructors in engineeiiirg lechnologies and sciences to use written assign-
ments (reacarth Ireportl, pa tlien outside and inside of clan) in deter-
mining s d e Writ' igninr ents were not emphasized in most
mathema

ry

Use of Ou

In
tors were as

d instructional materials, instruc-
-of =class activities they required or
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recommended to their students. The list included on-campus educational
films, other films, television progra 4 , field trips, museum attendance, out-
side lectures, volunteer service, and coring. None of these activities were
required by more than 5 percent of the faculty, although tutoring was recom-
mended or required by 40 percent, outside lectures by 31 percent, and on-
campus films by 30 percent. About 50 percent of the mathematics instructors
and 40 percent of those teaching a science course recommended tutoring to

'I lib

their students. Full-time faculty were much more likely than part-time faculty
to recommend that their student's ittend out -of -lass on the campus or
in the community.

U of Support Servl

Just under 70 perceneof the instructors in the sample received assis-
tance from the colleges' clerical help. ,Media production/facilities assistance
(38 percent), tutors (36 percent), library assistance (34 percent); and test-scor-
ing facilities (25 percent) were also utilized by a 'considerable number of the
faculty. Instructors in mathematics (51 percent) and science classes (37 per-
cent) reliechnost heavily on tutors. Instructors in the behavioral sciences
(50 percent) and sciences (46 percent) made the greatest use of the college's
media production facilities. Laboratory assistants were used primarily in sci-
ence (44 percent) and engineering technology classes (20 percent).

Working Conditions

One of the items on the survey instrument asked faculty members to
-- iaa lic tchow theircourse could be improved. Over one half (53 percent) of the

instructors answered that they needed students who were better able to handle
the course material. The highest percentage of instructors who expressed a
desire for better prepared students was in mathematics (55 percent), an area
where over one third of the class sections were designed for students' in devel-
opmental or remedial programs. The desire for better prepared students was
lowest among the engineering technology instructors (46 percent).

Other changes desired by 25 percent or more of the faciAty were the fol-
lowing: release time toAdevelop course alid/or course-related materials (38 per-
cent), avaiLshility of more media or instructional materials (36 percent), stricter
prerequisites for admission to class (31 percent), smaller classes (29 percent),
and more professional development opportunities for instructors (25 percent).
A much higher percentage of part-time than full-time f expressed the
desire for more interaction with administrators and colleagues 28 percent ver-
sus ,16 percent), and more freedom to choose materials for their course (20 per-
cent versus 8 percent). A more thorough analysis of what changes instructors
thought would make their course more effective is reported in Cohen and
Friedlander (r980).



Faculty Characteristics

In 1977, 16 percent of the faculty surveyed were teaching part time.
The highest concentrations of part-time instructors were in mathematics (28
percent) and in the behavioral sciences (21 percent); the lowest were in the sci-
ences (15 percent) and engineering technologies (15 percent).

The largest percentage of the faculty had been teaching at a commu-
nity college between five and ten years (38 percent). Only 4 percent had been
teaching for less than one year, while 31 percent had been teaching for over
ten years.-'

With respect to highest educational de a instruc-
tors

most of the inste-
tors held either a master's degree (77 percent) r a doctorate (15 percent). The
highest proportion of faculty members holding a doctorate were in the sciences
(23 percent) and behavioral sciences (17 percent). Instructors who reported
that their highest degree earned was a baccalaureate ranged from a low or
4 percent among those in the behavioral sciences to a high of 29 percent in
engineering technology. Oil* 8 percent of the total sample had not earned a
degree beyond the baccalaureate.

Summary

The surveys of science education conducted by the Center for the
Study of Community Colleges have provided much information about pro-
grams and courses that are offered in the sciences, .classroom activities and
instructional materials that are being used in science classes, and characteris-
tics of the faculty members who are teaching science courses. We must now
address the_quation,oLwhether the science cuuiculum and_theinwructional
methods used to present it are comprehensive enough to adequately meet the
educational needs and objectives of students in each of the community col-
leges' constituency groupstransfer, occupational, developmental, general,
and continuing education.
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Individualized Mathematics
Instruction

Myrna L. Mk

The= downtown campus of Pima Community Colle jn Tucson, Arizona
offers mathematics instruction in an individualized, paced format as an

ve_to thc_traditional Lecture-exam met] odolo _ The Math Center,
which involves four hundred to five hundred students and twenty to twenty-
five staff members, provides a relaxed atmosphere for study and allows flexible
scheduling of a student's required class attendance. Remedial and regular col-
lege-level studies are done side-by-side with no distinction in the treatment of
the students, thus removing the stigma of remediation. Tutorial assistance for
students of lecture classes and some test-proctoring services for classroom

structors are incorporated into the same program as a meims of providing
instructional suppbrt with little additional staff or facilities needed.

Operation of the Program

Staff _ tion. One faculty member is designateelas lead faculty
or Math Center coordinator and has numerous responsibilities: hiring and
-scheduling instructors, assistants, and tutors; training and supeivising staff;
establishing procedures and record-keeptpg systems; maintaining records;
developing curriculum; preparing study, supplementary, ,aad audiovisual
materials; assigning special assistance to students as needed; determining
grades; and serving as the instructor on duty several hours each week.

Nap Dam:tins* Commit'Cav, 31, 1980 43



Other instructors, fully certified at the community college level, -serve
as teachers during instructional hours. They work directly with students,
answering questidns and guiding them in individual study. They also guide
the tutors in doing the same, as well as,distribute materials, grade students'
tests and quizzes, and assign prescriptive work for students as the need is indi'
cited.

One person is a clerical assistant with responsibility for recording
grades, verifying student registrations, maintaining tutor work -time records,
maintaining supplies, contacting absentees, tutoring students as time allows,
and assisting the lead faculty.

Peer tutors are responsible for the majority of the personal contact with
students. They answer students' questions and explain mathematical concepts
and operations, distribute study materials and evaluative items, and assist
with clerical tasks.

At Pima, the Math, Reading, and Writing Centers, together with test-
ingltutorial services, comprise the Alternative Learning Center (ALC). Lead
faculty of each subject area work with the ALC coordinator to facilitate the

aroperation of the ALC as an entity. A paprofessional manages the testing
progiam, which pmyides-free-diagnostinesting-foracarlemit. tkaaseling, and
tutorial services for subjects other, than math, reading, and writing.

t nurse Offerings. The remedial courses offered are arithmetic and
beginning algebra. Technical Mathematics I and II, including arithmetic,
geometry, algebra, and numerical trigonometry, are offered to meet the math
requirements'for the student in a technical/vocational program such as air
conditioning or automotive maintenance. University transfer courses offered

intermediate and college algebra and trigonometry. Each course, origi-
y a three-credit course, is modularized into one-credit segments in order to

allow for student pacing. Some students complete only one credit in a semes-
ter; others complete as many as six credits.

Registration. A snide* registers for individualized study through the
regular registration procedurea, with each module listed as a separate class.
Most register initially for all three modules of a course, unless known learning
difficulties or time constraints are involved. After the first experience the stu-
dent is better able to select the appropriate load. Withdrawal Trothor addition
of modules may be done at almost any time during a setnester.

trident Attendance, Scheduling, and Orientation. Since the Math
Center se5.res as a tutorial center and an individualized study center, a distinc-
tion is madedletween instructional and tutorial times. This distinction applies
only to stu,dents registered for individualized study, since tutorial assistance is
available to all students at any time the center is open. Instructional hours are
those when an instructor is on duty as well as tutors; during tutorial times, the
center is staffed only with tutors. Students are required to study in the Math
Center one instructional hour per week for each credit of registration; they are
not penalized in grades for not attending, but they are expected to make up
absences by attending extra instructional hours.
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Students are urn to visit the Math Center as soon as possible after
registration. They select the required number of instructional hours at their
choice of times in half-hour intervals, subject to a "ma.ximurn of twenty-five
students at any given time. Schdoling is handled by computer on a first-
come, first-served basis..Instructional hours are generally 8'A.M to 3 P.M. and 5

to 9 P.m. (shortened on Fridlyt), but vary from semester to semester.
.! All students are shown a brief slide-cassette orientation program on the

first visit. The operation of individualized study is explained. Pictures of the
faculty and some of the tutors are shown, and the student is &formed of his
responsibilities and what he may expect from the staff.

Study Procedure, and Evaluation. Parh student is given a study
guide that ineludei an outline of the course, assignments, objectiires, an errata
sheet for the text, notes or mate_rial to supplernent the text, and a listing of
available audiovisual materials. Most class time is spent reading assignments

working problems. However, students are urged to work on assignments
outside of class, just as students in lecture classes are expected to do. Then,
during class times, they are ready tt ask questions about any material that
needs clarifying or about problems that they could not solve. Audiovisuals
may b.e-u-sedduring-elass-timeTarid-teas LIE yui Wray be n.

If a student has considerable difficulty, a tutor may be assigned to work
with him or her at length on a one-to-one j3asis. Appropriate supplementary
exercises may be assigned, or models and audiovisual materials may be used
in an attempt to nvercome the difficulties.

Each module.is subdivided into at least two units. When a student
completes -the assignments for a unit, he or she is given an open-book quiz
intended parnarily.as a learningtool. Generally no partial credit is given in
scoring a qniz. If theirade is below 70 percent, the student reviews the mate-
rial, takes an alternate form of the quiz on a later date, and rep_eats the process
until he or she achieves at least 70 percent mastery. A bank of four:forms of
each evaluative item has proved adequate,' with only ,an atcasiodal student
needing a fourth form.

After all Unit quizzes' for a module have been passed, the student
reviews for a closed-book cumulative test by using those quizzes, which arc'
retained in the Math Center. Tests are scored only by an instructor and par-
tial credit may be given. A minimum mastery level of 70 percent is expected,
and each retake results in an additional 5' percent reduction in the earned
score.

The student's grade; for a module is determined from the quizzes and
tests. The quiz average is one fonnh of the grade; the test score is the other
three fourths. Grades are determined on the following scale:

A-90 to 100
B-80 to 89
C-70 to 79

NC-0 to 69 (NC No Credit)
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ever finish their 'studies.
Ittdividualzize study is only alteniative to the lecture class. Some

Cali discover n or The
same textbooks are used in both modes of study, facilitating trvsfer of stu-
dent from one mode to the othei. Seldom has a student changed from individ-
ualized study-lecture claws bcc the student falls behind
ule before he or she realizes he wouhrprefer the felt= class. Many sti
however, transfer from the lQcture class to indi,riduslizeddy of the
course. The prime reason foh traater in the semester is for accel-
eration of their studies.- the serneste is due to their falling behind:

may drop the three-credit class that. theiuld not finish and salvage one
or two credits by registering forindivi Tali stu&y.

Statisti of the Pima Prowm

Individualized study ss proven be popular 'students.
----Enrollmerittairiserrfrom sixth -ninestudentin the-spring , befoirthe

Ahree- credit courses were mod arized, to 475 students in the f of 1979.
Sum tate fot ualized study, figured as the o of single:,,

credit successes to total credits of registration, are just a few percentage points
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attends class. This has
0

'cult to find students attending Pima who
tutor the hiiest level of math courses offered here, sitme persons who are not
Fig try art

, . instructional sides. The primary source for this
iv tylittuizons. or cnsineering sm.

Tutor scheduling i also: a problemone that is nnikely to be solved
long as MA are themselves sttidents working ,at miniiiintm wage. Their
dams ten beat prate crass thnes,Wbiat itTexactly when Ae Math Center
has its lt.attendanee and needs the largest 'lather of staff. It is extremely
difficult as ill in some semesters totally impossible to find an hour when

meet for training, -due to their own class schedules,
I' ties. Growth tuz been so rapid t

ith

comp_uter terminals. The new facility,
for each center.

Midi Center has a capacity of 1pproximately twenty-five stil
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tutoring staff, the srudentTinstructor ratio could be

cost effective.
an early ALC whatau

teed . The Math Center is still sulTenn
that tously it-requires more efforrand fnore

a program with 475 students in seven courses
in four courses; yet the staff, budgets, and fruilitie4

47 y the same.
g and Scheduling. Each full-time member of the math
e as the instructor on duty in the individualized study'

remainder of the instructional hours are staffed by part-tinie or
Scheduling the full-time faculty to avoid conflict with their

other dosses very difficult, and clAs cancellations always cause last-minute
ctanges.

uased--stud
"Matti Lab.' At Pima facility loading for lab c was figu d at 0.7 load-
'hour per dock hour. It became obvious that the lead facidty worked every bit
as much as dmmom instructors. The administration agreed to a change-. The
TeadTactilty wargranted-orie load-bour-forunvtfrrminute-penod,,
periods forfor a full load.All other faculty continued to receive 0.7 load hour, but
for a fifty -minute period! This compensated somewhat for the difference in

between the lead faculty and the other itatructurs,
ese changes, the most recent faculty contract at PCC specift-

y states that instructors of self-paced classes be paid one load houE for one
fifty-minute period. The lead faculty have lost. the edge in 63mpensati9n but
sti11 have the burden of-respFisibilities. A small additional cvmpensation has "

n arranged sThe raise in- lnadins was a costly mistake and one thatishould
be avoided in implementing such bprogram.

Rer.opraendations for Staff Organization. I feel that an individual-
ized study program such as this one needs a full -time administrator by the
time student enrollmenvears . Presently the lead faculty serves as instruc-
tor on duty thirteen hours eek yet does very- little actual instruction due
to administrativiutiesThe following' recommersdationfor-stairm-0 is made;

A full-time Math Center Cnordinator, who would have all the duties-'
desc ve for the lead faculty, except no inktrUction.al dukty.
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in the fall
of 1974, with a few hours each week to tutor stu-
dents enrolled in ers the Zither Wired
vidual study in six three-credit coursesall of the present courses ex pt trig
nometzy. It was staffed by two part-time faculty and some student aides as
tuforsAroeveriing liounwereplanned unt l an evening class wascancelled

to low enroll t, and the class and instriactor were transferred to the
were canted due to low enrollment, &e

n ed
976, I tie the 1 with full day:-

dine instructional responsibility as well as lead faculty duties. A part-time
instructor covered the evening hours. As the faculty loading was'adjusted,

. .

Neither study,nor evaluative materials were prepared when the indi-
vidual studyyroFam was first offered. Some commercially audio-

materials had been pwchased. By theend of the first year, only a couple
tests for each three-credit course had been prepare. Courses had not been

modularized into single-credit offerinis. lithe student failed the test, he or she
failed the cotu-se.-There were- no alternate fcums or _retake options_ =diva amt

At this point the full-time lead faculty was hired. Priority was placed on
the preparation of an assignment sheet' for each course, followed by unit
quizzes. With six courses and approkmately nine units per course, consider-
able time was involved in the preparation of just one form of each quiz.

Gradually the bank of evaluative_items has been expanded to four
eat sheet has grown into a study

ide including much, cilia. A file of supplementary
exercise materials has beef, some modelit and puzzles have been



they were not
rimed auk n the b this was the motiva-
tion for modularizing all the courses). The number of -re given in a semester
has been reduced to one fourth of the previous levels.

As the grew in staff and students, it
admissions, student atteni
tor

program has a lead faculty, seven other instructors, one assistant, and twelve
to fifteen tutors. The lead faculty, instructors, and &ssistan

Dlicies, with the lead faculty making the final decision if consensus is not
reached.

Many, aspects of the record-keeping systems are determined by the
persons, with the assistant perhaps havingdie chief responsibility: At
student attendance was not monitored. Currently each student uses an

attendance card that is kept in the Math Center. Each color-coded card identi-
-Ties courses and modules the student is studying and provides a chart of atten-

attempted and which passed, a record of instructor-conference dates
conferences per semester are encouraged), and room for brief notes to the stu-
dent. Each student's tests and quizzes are kept in a folder, labeled with the

az the and rand vischecterse has a record
for ode computation, that is included in the folder.

Conclusion

The individualized study program in mathematics at Pima has proved
to be a viable alternative to the traditional lecture-exam classes,Jlo Haim% are
made of having found a panacea for mathematics instruction. However,
type of program can be as cost effective as the traditioilal classroom approach
and can provide some degree of success tq a larger percentage of students.

Myrna L Mitchell toper of the individualized study program
mathematics at the doundown campus of Pisa Comnumity College in
Ilgsak_deiemShtleasieett_leadjaailt_rrince Jpeing 1975,fter__
serving as part-time frlty for FCC since fall 1971. Interest and direction
in the program development cams as a result of altendance at the Rocky
Mountain Matheminics Consortium University o f Ancona spring 1976.

si



...ociolo
C U ity College

S. Y. Bradford

A sizeable body of data has been ga er on demographic characteristics and
trends in con unity 'college student dons. Making an inferential leap
from some of these data, we could describe a prototypical community college

ranging in age from seventeen to seventy, with the bulk of day studentsd5eing
young adults and the evening students being somewhat older. Depending on

tiOU makeupsf the local commun 1 the class might be multiracial
and multiethnic and might Lnclude -several sow classes. One third to two
thirds of the dna member" are erpployed part or fa time Few members of
the plan to major in although some may be training for related

rd the-students-are g: as-well as_tsking_a_ sociohagy,_ _
course, for a variety of reasons. In a recent California study (Hunter and
Sheldon, 1979), students were asked to state their main reason for coming to
the community__college. About one thirtkrientioned preparation for transfer,

.r third d rued preernploymnent training as their goal, and about one
according to die researchers, may have included some of the uncle-

mentioned self-enrichment. Additionally, these students of varying
ation are wide] variant'

in their aspic p tion.
Faced with such diversity, how can a sociology instructor determine;

uch len address, the needs of his or her students? Onc possible way of con-

60
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on the ensuing descriptions of cour
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vate) as many-;smdents as possible.
2. There is more than one style of leax-ning an educator cannot

always ily monitor or measure the various kinds of learnin
taking place in ttttsrnom.

3. Many students are enrolled in sociology courses, not
because they believe the subject matter to be intrinsically interesting
as do roust instructora), but because the-course fulfills a school or "_ --

program requirement.
4. Many students are minimally familiar with the college setting and

with some of the survival skills that can con_ tribute to their academic
success. Exposure to some of these skit's can be integrated into a
sociology class.

5. Community college dents, as adults, are not blank slates upon
which the ins ctor ri volumes of "knowled or 'wisdom."

6. Given their divehity in age, background, and so forth, students can
learn a great deal of subject - relevant information from each other.
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I use thus ase pr t so ig similar to Mffis's phrase
awn: i ume Frerre's-pkrase- 'critioarcon--

sciousnese (Err-ire, 1970). This category of course objectives involves end,
aging students to think crideally about human behavior and the nature of soci-
etyPerhaptt more-than any other aesdemie discipfine, sociology -th-

- -_

worlds, aViareness of haw social-psychological and social-structural variables
impinge upon their own and othe n? fives, and awareness of the sources and

of social injustice.

cents one cornerstone of di philosophies of
on (Brown, 1971) phies ernpha-

tirnacy and necessity of attending to lemming in addition to
g, as opposed to a solely cognitive-based curriculum. Oppor-
'ye leg a probably more available and appropriate

ral sciences than in any other area. Instructors can consciously
eir course in such a way that students have opportunities for values

clarification, self-insight, and self-espression. It isperhapa in this area of per-
sonal that the academic catchword of the 1960s and 1970s, `relev

essential meaning. Lectures, class' discussions, structured experi-
forth can. be selected and adapted for the purpose of trltridng

r whil at th
which students nu
course assignments can

doe new things about themselves.
dents to examine their own values, atti-
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Small Group Experience

In the years that I have been teaching in community colleges., I have
been struck by the enormous difference in classroom atm° here between a
small class (fifteen to twenty-five students) and a cl*I! (twenty-five to
forty-five students). A much Beater deg a of inform l 7ty and closeness devel-



tdalgagethe
imietts into intergroup

roup d exert
dents wig oppouni compare contest others'
attitudes with the47 own. And within the group, the individual can beg

irne_hia_or_her_own_reaerions _group members' cotnments
behavior.

impersonality nd. Isolationism. Membership in an
ongoing p gives each student a core of acquaint= within the rather
anonymous indloosely -cLus students with the in
may feel safe to ask information and perhaps with whom be or she will form
alliances outside the dam

coursej there is no guano-dee that this or any other outcome will
Overall, however, given student feedback and my own observa-

I am confident that the small group expciience has substantial utility in
a community college sociology class in Which the instructor wants to encotir-

participation, learning, and an inforrrial atmosphere.

Conclusion

o course can ev g to every 7=l3iii-01 courses can---
should be infonnative and stimulating to students and teachers alike. They
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_Mathematics PlAcemen
Testing

Wood

It is 031M11011 to assume that a first course in Mathematics for a college fresh-
man should be college algebra, if not a higher one Today, in many colleges

assumption is unwarranted. D&pite the current emphasis on mathemat-
bodrelementarrandsetiondirramhoolsmodern high-schools-1011(er

(varying routes to a diploma, not all of which prepare a student for m-llege
entrance. But a diploma from an accredited high school, however acquired,
ntroains_a suit-mint_ coddition for entrance many call

with an open-door policy are therefore faced with
entering freshmen who have vety. littlerot

t r colle -freshmen ha4e- insufficient back-- '------
wounds for college-level mathematics became evident at South Texas junior
College, now the University of Houston Downtown Campus (UHDC), by the
unusually high level of failures and Withdrawals in the college algebra cours
indeed, the 'mortality rate (all Ti 'WFs' and "We) in college algebra was
over 50 percent. Furthermore, =my of the students who failed or withdrew

or withdrawn from this same basic course.
mesztajmply-thasj tsars

y inept in mathematics. An analysis of some 3,000 high school and
records made by our department members in the spring and summer

of 1966 revealed three probable causes for failures among entering freshmen:
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A contributing factor may be that SAT stands for &bolas-
holastic Ambition Test_ Thcre is no defense

reason_s the mathematics faculty has devised a forty-five- to
nt test. The skills tested represent the minimal tnowledge

student to have a reasonable chance for iuccess college
include all the topics- covered in the review mime. This test,

somewhat) is given continrusly throughout every
students waving to enroll .in either college algebra 9r mi

the mathematics faculty, providesstant evaluation, placement,
and appropriate course-approval slips that hrWc become a regular feature of
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registration. Students who obtain a raw score below 70 on a scale of 0_to 100
are -required. to take the condensed review course. In order to encourage the
study of mathematics, the college gives elective credit for the course. Transfer
credit varies with different senior colleges: some give mathematics credit;
some give elective credit; some give no credit.

After the first year of this one-semester review course (from fall 1966 to
fall 1967), the mortality rate in the college algebra course was cut in half: from
56 percent to 28 percent, We learned from the placement test that the mathe-
matical.backgroundV a junior college, freshman is a variable' the range of
whkhis wide enough to include anything from a need for arithmetic to a read-
iness for caleuhls. -41

However, wide as that range may be, its elements cluster densely about
the "need for arithmetic' point. This fact was drarnatirally demonstrated at
our college in the summer of 1967. In August of that year, an early registra-
tion- period for the fall semetaer wls set up for a special group of 625 entering
freshmen, all just graduated from high school. The plaCement test was admin-

.

istered to this group, and special records for these students were kept. Out of
those 625 students, only forty scored above 70 on the placement exam. Five
hundred eighty-five students were not prepared for any sort of college
matics.-

`IheThe 1140 students enrolled in the review course that fall included 203
students from the special early-registrition group. We administered as an
experiment exactly. the same placement test to these same 203 students in =the
twelfth week of that fall semester. The results were startling and revealing.
Individually, they.- ran from triumph to disaster, Our records show that 96.6 _

percent of these 203 students.scored higher the second time they took the test;
the grades of the remaining 3.4 percent stayed exactly where they startedat
zero. Happily, the triumphs exceeded the disasters. The great improvement
shown by the majority of the students is best confirmed by the median grade of
the scores made on the two tests. In the August test, the median score of the
203 students was 7; in the twelfth week of the fall semester, the median score of
these students on the same test was 74.

Our condensed and accelerated review course in algebra had clearly
improved the freshman mathematical climate. However, a mortality rate of 28
pereent,in a course in college algebra taught in our small classes to students
screened by placement tests and/or review courses was hardly laudable. Fur-
thermore, while a one-semester review course is certainly better than none at
all for unprepaft students, it is still a crowded, pressured, and incomplete
preparation for scents with little or no algebraic background. To teach two
full years of high Xiool algebra in a one-semester course is obviously impossi-

,
bie. We could hope for no more than to provide the minimal background for
college algebra. We tried to achieve this hope by maintaining a rapid pace and
by deleting, with reluctance, some important topics. As a consequence, the
totally unprepared student was frequently, unable to maintain the pace of the
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review course, while the psirtigly prepared student, bored by thl elerhentary
beginning, was subsequently fast through the intermediate topics.
By the spring of 1968, we luiaconcluded that a one-semester review course did
not solve the pro"blem. But time and statistics were required to 'Convince our
adininistration. .

By using a uniform departinatal final examination in the review
course (a graded on the same,scale) and by peA3ering the president and the
academic clean with a constant barrage of statistics, we had convinced them by
the spring of 1969 that our one-semester catchall course was an insufficient
remedy for the widely-, indeid wildly, varied mathematical backgroundssrour
freshmen.

4 j t
Expanded Reviebt Course

We therefore divided the review course into two one-semester courses: begin-
ning algebra and intermediate algebra. One paramount fact 'promoting
decision was the !het that the mechanics of basic algebra must became A part of
the student's ready knowledge if he or she fs to succeed in the firstawo years of
college mathematics. Drill is an effective way to achieve this readiness, ail
two courses would have allowed for more drilling time. A

Proxicling time for drill was not the Aly objective for the expanded
review course, however. ,We also hoped ta'aehieve a lower, more realistic
pace in each course, to include important topics fciirnerly omitted for lack of
time, to give the totally unprepared student psychological advantage of-a

-better 5hance far success in his first course, to offer the bleier tidt_underpre
pared student a more thorough and ainplete treatment of intermediateiopics
and to avoid repeating topics already mastered, and to ach*ve greater effi-
ciency and flexibility in student placement.

Our present Vrogram screens students by using the' ifitcernent test
during each registration 'period and also by affirming Ito qualified students)
advanced-standing exarninatkins in coljegt algebra and in trigonometry. Con-
sequently, a freshman may begin his or hetstudy of mathematics at any one oT

four different levels, depending on his or her performance in thetrarious tests.
The original placement test has been expanded and changed info a double-
`tiered structure with spcCifIC cutoff scores for intermediate algebra and for col-.,
legeN-Agebra. Now we await the initial =Wee-from the new two - semester pro-
grain and hope to cut the mortality rate in college algebra by at least another
50 percent.

.4

Other Changes

Besides changes in the actual test, other developments have occurred
both in and because of our program. As a result 9f the continuing decline in
student failures, the procedure initially developed at the college for testing and
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placing freshmen in mathematics has BILie expanded to include all students
enr filling in matqemati An students must now have departmental approval

". si ps.to enroll in any mathematics course except beginning algebra and practi-
'Teal arithmetic. This dished by setting up one station at registration to
check mathematics pre es for all former 1.11113C students and a secpnd

iHri to ihister advising and placement testing to all new students,
udin transfer students) We also haft placement testing for four clif-

f mathematics: intermediate algebra, college algebra and trip-
.

lune and .the first-course in
Host important addition to the placemant pisagram.
duction in 1971 of the "sample placement test:" For
t offered, we have a prototype sample placement test
at is available to students at all time; furthermore,
look over a sample test before they take an actual

rent le
nometry, e

since 1 .970 was
eachtlype of place
(with . answers inc
all students are reprc

iplacerrentlrest. The fringebenefita of the sample-test ploy have been eiior-
mous: afier looking over the sample tests, many students voluntarily place
themselv mis in a loweevel course; other students reconnoiter their
gotind skills with tht help of the sample tests anci enter higher-level courses

'th a'refrestted memory, and increased confidence; #11 students are happier
th the placement program as a result of having the sample test preview.

M Results

offering of multilevel placement tests and the availability of corre-
__aptancling in_advanie have resultes6in asteadily increasieg enroll _s

went and retention .13f students in mathematics for the' past ten years. The
attire of the infrease- rob ably best .exermplificd by two sets of statistics: the

evollrnent in mathematics at UHDC411as increased ovec the ten-year per
'47,from 21 percent of the student body each seMester to mote than S5 percent of

the student Jody each sernAteir for the pastdour years; and of the academie'
departmerki aqUHtic, the n2atheLnatics department now gen rates %the
ircond highest nuMber of stud credit hours per semester, next only to the
humanitieli departmerit, wh
art, phlosOphy, and Ic

hours generated
'trends conftue, it

encompassesnglish, speech, music, drama,
Surprisingly, little gap between lie student credit

d hymanities is decreasing, and if current,
at by fa 1980 the mathematics department

hours than any oilier

rnathema
P jectec

will generate egreate4umber of siden
demic departrnesis in the college.

CaElusiorts and Recommendations

nning with thenfiation gle
1966 and continuing on to our p
tion now bein providechtlirough

from our firsn motions in
to the valuable nforma-

c on the Undergraduaterogram



atherOtics (CUPM) meetings and publications, we can sum up our con-
clusions about first-year mathematics in junior colleges in six statements.

1. A majority of junior college freshmen have deficiencies in mathe-
matics that range from partial to total.

2. Records show that these deficiencies do not necessarily imply a lack
of ability. They frequently spring from insufficient high school
training and/or a time lapse between high school and college.

3. For students of normal or above-normal ability, these deficienciei
can be effectively removed by a review course of one or two semes-
ters. Our exPirience leads us to believe that the two-semester plan is
the better one for any college with an open-door policy.

4. Presidents and academic deans of colleges need to be aware that
short of returning to high school, students with serious mathemati-
cal deficiencies have ng way to improve without such a review
course or courses. This is especially true of mathematics because of
its cumulative nature.

5. Placctetent tests for eratring freshmen_as well as avanced-standing
examinations college algebra and trigonometry) for well-pre-
pared students provide an.eflicient way to achieve accurate student
placement. .-

6. The results of our investigation support the philosophy that any
junior college that maintains an open-door policy toall high school
graduates accepts responsibility for providing students with courses
in which they have a reasonable chance to-succeed.

jwrP. YYQQd is chessman of department of mathematics and
computer science at ths University of Houston Downtown
College (formerly South Taus Junior College) and is
author of fivi ter:books Otero more in preparation).

She was wised Fiper,;;Professor' for outstanding

itachin,g in 1975 ,Tircas' Minnie Skims 4:iper
Foundation ma served as second vice-president
of du Mathematical Association of America,
1973 -1975.
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uire novel innovative - solution.

Stopping the Attrition of
Sir. Transfer Students
Arlene A. Russell
Patricia L. Perez

Much of the growth in the community colleges during the last decade has
occurred in occupational, educational, and community service programs.
Nonetheless, community colleges, were, are, and will be evaluated to a major
degree upon the accessccess of their transfer students to the four-year colleges and
universities" (Cosand, 1979, p 6). One must therefore view with alarm recent
data from the University of California system presented Ln Table 1 that indi-
cate that there is a rapidly increasing rate of attrition among community col-
lege transfer students because of academic difficulty.

The numbers in Table 1 apparently underestimate the extent of the
probleM. The University of California (1980) found that many students
voluntarily withdraw before academic Ferformanci filLS dropped low enough
to warrant being placed on probation. Their withdrawals are, however, asso-
ciated with academic difficulties. Attrition is even more severe in the physical
sciences, mathematics, and engineering and may be as much as 50 percent
higher than the data in. Table 1 indicate (California State University and Col-
leges, 1979). There are, of course, many other masons for attrition besides
academic difficulties. These have been extensively considered elsewheie
(Cope, 1978 and jeferences therein). _

CONtlitigyiy Coaxes, 31, 1980
4



Table 1. One-Year Attrition Rates for Community College Trani
Who Entered in 1972, 1974, and 1976

Goad Academic
Standing

1972 1974 1976

Ber

Riverside

Santa Barbara

Sant!' true
San Diego

NA

25

25

Academic Difficul
1972 1974 1976

Total
1972 1974 1976

23 25 23

NA 25 23

26 27 30

23 25 30

25 25 27

NA NA NA NA NA NA

22 20 5 9 12 30

23 16 12 111 12 37

NA NA

31 32

33 28

30

25 27

__sftgAfty_ft_Ainiyeelity_a_cali fornia Svitenoyi Oen 1

Inasmuch as grade- point- average (CPA) is a measure of academic suc-
cess or failure, this difference in attrition by 'Major is consistent with
Anderson's (1977) and Menke's (1980) observations. Thety found that the
average GPA of community college transfer students was lower than the aver-
age GPA of 'native' students who-began their postsecondary education at the
university. Additionally, when they considered CPA's by disciplines, they
four's' that in the physical sciences, mathematics, and engineering the GPA of
the_transfer_studenti waiLthi lowest of all disciplines and that the difference
between transfer students' and native students' CPA was the greatest; It is
therefore not surprising that attrition is as high as it is in these disciplines.

As well as terminating because of academic difficulties, rnany transfer
students in these areas change their majors to `easier" fields to prevent dis-
missal. Consequently, the net attrition of students from the science disciplines
is aubstiptially higher than the average attrition data indicate. Data from the
School of Eigineering at the University of California, Los Angeles show the
overall attrition of community college transfer students changing from 33 per-
cent to 50 percent between 1972 and 1975. At the present time there is little
other available longitudinal data on attrition of community college students by
discipline.

If the academic science programs in the community colleges are to
maintain their credibility, methods for decreasing the attrition/9f their transfer
students must be developed. Additional, longitudinal data including disci-
plines of students must be colleetetl'on4state ad natinnitt levels if effective
solutions are to be developed and assessed: This chapter is an attempt to con-
sider some possible causes for the difficulties of science transfer students and to

same possible solutions that might improve the success rate of com-
munity college science transfers at the universitylevel.,

NA NA NA NA NA NA

22 20 5 9 12 30

23 16 12 111 12 37

NA NA

31 32

33 28



The Hie c y of Knowledge

67

In the physical sciences, perhaps more than any of the other disci-
plines, sdbject knowledge is hierarchical. If transfer Students do not have the
same basic training in foundation courses as native students, :then their ability
to successfully complete the, bactalaureate de re in the sciences. at the uni-
versity is seriously-jeopardized. In a System of higher:edu-eatiOn where ptu-,
dents are tracked by high .school grades, articulation agreements not-with- -I

standing, the fact is that the level of instruction in the physical sciences in'com:
rnunity colleges, stale. colledes, _and universities differ: If, for instance, one
looks at the texts used in the first-year genei-al Aernistry 'courses taught
throughout California, one finds that topics are similar, but the level of cover-
age is not Even the prefacei.,of the textbooks indicate the variability of utistruc
Lion. Table 2 contains 'extracts from the preface of three" of the most Addy

4 adopted texts in California. Since the topics covered in each boOk are -the
same, the articylftion agreements are met: Unwitting transfer students are
oblivious of the differenee,betweeri thenWro 7d1 ddiun ose of native'

dents until they have bhun subsequent courses at a four-year institution.

Preparation

There appear to be many interrelated causes for .this difference '

instruction. Students, faculties, acid university and communitY.college,adrnir
istrations all are involved. Increasingly, non-transfer students are enrol ing in

urs originally -Set up, to meet, articulation agreements with the itaiiers.
In responding to the valid but different needs of these non-transfer stisdeni
ie course, instructors have lowered the level of their instruction L to the d
ens of the transfer student.

Table 2. Portions.° Prefaces Of Widely Adopt
General Chemistry Texts

[This book] is designed to be used ip1 4 genral university elemlit_-
which must provide both an crveryiew of chemistry for-anonspeciistsand a noun
dation for later study for sciehce and ehimistty majoti."--;"Cliemistg Priscf
Dickerson, Gray, and Haight (1978).-

'We have been influenced by the ranging cornF;o!ition of dua student body
oral chemistry. Very feW of our stydents are chemistry majors ,most of them
paring for careers ill engineering:- the biological sciences" medicine and allietpro
sions."ChemicePrihsip/u (4th ed.) Masterson and Slowfriski (1 8).

have assilmed & ma
. in developing

&nerd Chemistry Zrplu rir

and sufficient to e only
ye teed mlimit the use of abiematica,

2nd ed.) Brady and Homiston (1978).



Nowherels the cornplaint that students are not as well prepared as
used to be heard more frequently than at community colleges. The decli
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores is supported by considerable an
evidence from instructors that students do riot have the critical thinkin
and mathematical background to handle mathematical approaches
lower-division physical science courses (Hayes, 1979). University
requirements play an important role in the high sChool training of
bound students. Students Who plan to obtain a baccalaureate degree
enced'in their choice of high school subjects by university require
too often, the weaker the student is academically, the fewer the course
or she takes beyond the minimum university admission requireme
community colleges bear the brunt of these lowered university adrrkj
dards.

Although not specific to science preparation, national
school CPA's of first-time full-time college freshmen (America
Education, 1970; Astin, King, and Richardson, 1978; Astin an

.inciipate-th-M the difference betweehstudenruirneniversirie
colleges has remained relatively constant during the last d
Although firto-time, full-time sludents are not the majority it
leges, this group is most likely to pursue a bacealaureatsedegre
institution (California Postsecondary Education Commission, 197
appear ihert-thaf the increase in the rate Ofjailure of transfer
"automatically,be attributed to an increasing difference 100

-lawns at the two levels. e.

Because- the see growthjs _community college faculties t
dhrt the earl' 197113, the general and uadual decline in the,prepar

Ire
13 as ifidicated by the decline of SAT scores occurred

commienity-collei6,faculty had close and personal con
r)rea.rironitutioik"As a result, the community cone

o abilities of students in four -year institutions re
dent had a much better preparation in science and Oa
dente who are presently entering these colleges and
difference in abilities betweerkektudee3ts presently in ale t

v

lithe stu-
an the stu-
The actual

is less than is

Table 3. ,Preparation of freshmen at Cot4unity Colleges
and,Uni cities Be en 1970 and 1978

High School GPA
Cvmmbniy

Alt-. Colleges t
1" (1)

+60 489
444 480
429 +NV
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commonly believed by the community college faculty. Because the movement
of students in nonoccupationW programs is for the most part one-way (from
the community college 61 the four-year institutions), community college
instructors have little opportunity to correct their misconceptions. The net
effect for the transfer student is disastrous.

Compensatory Needs

Nonetheless, compensation must be made for the poorer preparation of
incoming college stladents at all levels. Time must be spent in the coniniunity
college classes on topics formally covered in high school classes: This auto-
matically decreases the time available for college-level work specified by artic-
ulation agreements. Depth is sacrificed for breadth. All too often the instnic-,
tion in the most difficult areas of the subject is superficial and cursory.

In addition td the community college faculty's lack of contact with the
university-level student and its response to the changing student population,
the decline in enrollments in the_acadernic_majors affecting_the level of
instruction. Faculties are being pressured both subtly and overtly by adminis-
trators and peers (Hinrichsen and Schaumbcrg, 1976) to maintain the ehroll-
merits, often by making courses easier. As they become less mathematical, less
detailed, less rigorous, students become less qualified to transfer to the uni-
versity. This result seems short-sighted in light of Lornbardi's suggestion that:
"Community colleges confronted by reduced financial resources revert to the
traditional higher education status with emphasis on college credit courses and
programs" (190, p. 4).

_

Improving Preparation

During the 1970s, the interests of society and students shifted from the
physical sciences to the health sciences; The lower-division physical science
courses became a means to a baccalaurefte degree leading to graduate studies
in medical and health-related fields. As a result, the number of graduate stu-
dents in the physical sciences declined. Conctuitudy, enrollments in tha sci-
ence courses at community collegei have declined. Consequently, community
college science faculties form a reserve of highly qualified teaching personnel
that might be tapped as a source of instructors for the parallel transfer courses
in the universities.

At a time when community college instructors are.concerned with job
security, retrenchment policies of administrators, and public apathy, recruit-
tnertand recognition by other levels or higher education would raise faculty
morale. This alone would be an incentive for faculty to improve the level of
instruction in their classrooms. By acquainting community college faculty
with the present university-level student, a new set of realistic and higher
expectations could be developed in the community colleges for the potential
transfer students.
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Academic freedom in universities tends to allow faculties to appoint
qualified individuals to temporary teaching positions with a relatively small
amount of administrative bureaucracy. Apikinting community college
instructors as "visiting faculty" would involve well-established and easily
implemented procedures. Leaves could be arranged for one or two terms that
would allow the community college instructor to pursue innovative course
development or professional development along with his or her teaching
assignment in the host four-year institution.

With the possible exception of the use of professional .development
leaves in conjunction with the faculty transfer program, this proposal is actu-
ally cost effective for local community college districts. As enrollments decline
in community colleges, the four, year institutions effectively "share" the salary
of the tenured faculty. Even if it were necessary to hire a part-time instructor
at the community college to teach some of-the tenured member's course load,
the overall cost to the community college district would be less. Additionally,
noninstitutional money could be sought from federal or state funds to support
the development of thiiTVind of cooperative program.

Pretransfer Term
. . .

A second solution that would improve the chance of success of transfer
students in the sciences the development of an optional but strongly recom-
mended pretransfer term at the community college for students in the physical
sciences is expensive to implement and maintain but is also important and. e m
necessary-. Rather than tryirig to upgrade regular courses where many of the
enrollees do not plan to Continue in the physicg-seiences, this term would be
based on a tutorial system in which the needs of the pretransfer student could be
individually assessed and met. A special curriculum ill mathematics and science
subjec on which the student will be building in the junior and senior years
wool be set up for each student. This term would not be unlike the terms set
up f preparation for national exami tions that are prevalent in Europe.

The tutorial format of this term Id allow the pretransfer student
who understood the fundamentals introduced' the regular courses an oppor-
tunity to develop a compentency in the more difficult areas of the transfer top-
ics and to experience the courses in a more rigorous manner. Requiring stu-
dents to work independently at the community college level may also lessen
the transfer shock commonly experienced by these students. Implementation

\ of such a pretransfer term will require careful.and delicate considerations of
as iculation agreements and established policies as well as a firm commitment

community colleges and universities to try to improve the level of prepa-
ration of the community college transfer student.

Conclusion

The increases in the number of nontransfer students in community col-
leges in the last decade has significantly affected instruction in the courses that

1
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are used by students seeking baccalaureate degrees... Science students trans-
ferring to four-year institutions are increasingly lacking adequate preparation.
It is time for community colleges to develop innovative solutions to meet the
needs of these traditional students, who still see community colleges as their
access to the benefits of higher education.
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in a
a difference.

ofixissi ve, -time amis pose an
bleat. Engaging diverse individual

ng process can make

I nd kiiduarizing instruction:
-SyStetnatic, Approach

Fred A. Thompson

_Sc.40:10t$ as In all PPmarY goal tag
Learners vary immensely in their aptitudes, motivations, backgrounds, and
maturity. Nearly every index of student attributes (scholastic ability, educa-
tional goals, ethnicity, age) is distinguished not-by its central tendency but by
its measure of dispersion. Teaching to the average" will therefore fail toltar-
ness the diverse characteristics of students in a manner most conducive 'to
learning.

The college teacher's role =is to organize and orchestrate resources'.
(teacher, students, and media) in an attempt to optimize learning. The stan-
dard method of lecture, assignments, and testi5g loses too many students
along the way through attrition and throughAiling to meet minimum leretn-
ing goals. It is still useful to have a commo instructional process, to establish
course standards, and to schedule deadlines for accomplishing learning tasks: "
A sense orgoals, pro and accomplishment is essential for teachers and
students alike, But wi e framework and pacef the standard course there
are opportunities to utilize instructional resources more effectively on an indi-
viduakzed basis.

Many people consider individualized instruction as a one-to-one
teacher-student encounter. ObV-iousli, the ideatone-to-one conditions seldom

icularly when large numbers of students are involved. The deper-

N- 31, 1980 73
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sonalization of education is first and foremost a problem of information. Infor-
mation should be available in such a manner as will facilitate thetailoring of
individualized learning sequences for students who need to increase their
learning in specific areas. As the teacher monitors information feedback, it
becomes possible to vary pace, erase confusion, alleviate boredom, avoid unnec-
asary busywork,, and provide personal help for those slpecifically identified as
needing assistance. Remediation therefore encompasses the entire instructional
systemif the teacher has adequate information at hand.

Instructional System

The most significant teaching activities occur outside the classroom.
The preparation and ongoing remediation that feed intwa course will in large
measure determine student success in achieving learning goals and objectives.
The development of a systematic approach to learning is a series of choices
about ends and means. Decisions on what, how, and for whom learning will
take place are unavoidable. AditionMly, there are many subsidiary questions
involved in preparing for, providing, and evaluating learning outcomes.

Course Outlines. The scope and boundaries defined in a well-pre
course outline can do much to Organize the go , content: and pace of learn-
ing. Such an outline may contain week-by-wee dates, lecture topics, reading
assignments, due dates for homework; quiz an examination dates, and sch'e-,
duled special learning events. Such advanced scheduling necessitates planning
the course and structuring overall, content according to broad goals. Major
learning activities must be planned at this point. Basic itutroctiornd materials
used by students may also be selected. These course ohs should be dl;-
tribute,c1 to students.

Instructional Units. Within each course there are seve red top-
ics that may be called instructional units. Each instructional unit may be further
divided into concept areas that represent significant chunks of infoi illation. For
example, an instructional unit from economics might be divided inttu three
concept areas as follows:

Concept Area 1. The p
activity

Concept Area 2. Market c.apitali
ecgnomy.

Concept Area 3. Thecireular flow of economic activity; re sour
and output, income and spending.

Learning Objectives. Within each concept area it is extremely useful
to write definite learning objectives to serve as a guide for instruction, a guide
to learning, and as criteria to evaluate learning oyteoinis. These learning

, ---
objectives should specify what the learner is ex cted to be ab to dofftow;well

1



abj n me
Yet, turn. to accomplish?"

sensitized to learning tasks that must be completed.
To avoicifiniimidation when composing learning objectives,

fly_ compli'cate sum
Starr with ready-made objectives found in many textbooks, study

guides, mantals, and other sources Adapt these learning objectives to the
cture you have created modify objectives that are ill suited toyour

ts nstr ,objectives .-: that are Lnapprapriiteri write
instructional objectives to fill in gaps, to refine otherwise satisfactory sequences,
or to tote ari lunits_ and .concept areas.

ing objectives are probably incomprehensible to some-
one outside a given mod, t do serve as advance organizers for instructors and
students alike. Carefully stated objectives provide an efficient way a
trading activities: students have a. good idea of what Or expected of

can aterefore concentrate on demo
ing outcomes instead of course siructure.

or explaining desiredliam-

SucE learning obi- es au-e aIIso useful in selecting or writing
-,

AV and
emunistation- tene-thing-anthesting-foranothrleiaCOM--=.1

rimn student complaint. If cations reflect dearly stated learning objectives,
such misunderstanding is Jess likely._

Finally, learning objectives form the basis gr establishing adequacy
criteria or earl-concept area liquizzes on instructionalunits revealiharpre-
liminary learning proficiencies are unsa 7 for a conceptarea according
to explicitly establisbed'standards, then don is in order.

Instructional Treatment

Variety is helpful in presenting or dernbristrating information and
nstruttional tediniquershould be employed on the basis of-their paten-

,

dal to accomplish particular affective oecognitive objettives w .learners.
Lectures, discussions, and visual aids Can stimulate or stifle student
involvement and interest. Any focus on rnediashould be tempered with the
realization that many prepared materials are costly to purchase, inappropriate
for many of the specific objectives your ur Turse-,..and time consuming to

new and incorporate effectively in the ihstruetional sequence. It is there-
of referabk to use's fir effective aicks than to-cun an iire4cvantinultimedia-t
ideshow. .



- Still, there is an i mportanr alternative instrtictioisal i Or

C concept qs. For may reasons, some students will 'need at

for various con
teaches prrepa d learning units, or )i-guide

be of great value to students require, a supplement to the
uncut. Whether the atna a treatment 13.e a p a book, or

a mut m c, it should be target icic
o

neip.

Sampling Cognitive Learni

Co-nnnos g tests and evaluating information they provide are
tant aspects of a teacher's risponsibilities.-Midterm or final examinations are
not very useful in providing information on current learning problems facing

._the students-By the time of the "big esam,:some students have fallen d:
some have missed important concepts entirely; and some are irretrievably
The information provided by the final will help no one It only denotes win-

- nets and losers. Frequent quitzes can be much more effective in providing v
uable feedback on student progress in understanding concepts and performing
The learning outcomes spified by learning objectiv_es. 4

The teacher should decide what level of achievement is acceptable in
h concept area. If concepts or slab are abialutely essential to understand-sfutureenutsematerialrahen 100 percent-souse t,r

able. Typically, 75 to 90-pertent performance may i irate a need-for optional
student reviews or brush-up work to examinations. Lesser scores may
indicate the need for remediation.'

Feedback to Students{
11.

ng -qii it is deattable to view them aadiagnostic
ather than as measures of final achievement. Based upon teacher-

mnerl aquacy criteria, decision rules for each question grouping (thin
five questions sampling conceptqlrea mastery) elfin be created to p
meaningful and pertinent individualized student assignments.- PrescriPtians
may vary from net-mandatory assignment topptional prush-up.assignmen
required remedial assignments for students who fail to meet adecirey eriten
in one or more concept areas. In dci sing and prescribing such assignments
for large numbers of studen a computerized test-scoring servicewith item-
analysis printouts for each individual student is almost essential. Programs
designed specilicalliiilir such applicationtAre also available (Kellcyc 1973).

igiments-for-the.individualstudent,nrm10.! grwork__
is avoided. SWdents who do need additional attention or practice are 'yen a
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as a whole performs poorly in a pai-ticular concept area,
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effecti,:cn
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-cumulative-difficWties beingexpe-
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minations

with the problett

Examinations should sample learning encompassed several insttue-
tional units. The test item selected should not be identical quiz questions,
nnr_should:Ae_questions selected necessarily test for the identical learnin
objectiv&s.- Effort shoblcl npt be directed toward teaching to a lest or encour----

ng rote memorization allot 4srus. Rather, effort should be-focused on
content mastery throughout the instructional units, concept areas, and learn-

"ves-covered by the examination. _

In this r rd, a normal curve that assigns a certain percentage of sm-.

dents a specie ed grade regardless of absolute performance is a fraud. If one is
g educational research, then team that have-high difficulty and dis-

crimination indexes are appropriate. Sevres should be spread and established
statisticaIproperties should be used to interpret and analyze data. But if one is

learning achievement': aim is to determine whether and to what
Ajecuivolanuch a_contact.
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axing stunts' (average or better SCAT but low CPA) improv
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development, Iritton, con
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e wool rude Is mvi
ottoftheup

ed to be one of the his of
,'a derir,- after hearing the g

and doing breast self-examination, vered a lump op her b
malignant and she had a mastectomy. She returned to class a
very thankful to have discovered it "in time.' She also returned
in

_to a_
subs_ eluent semesters to eno3urage tamer stuucnts to orm

tion She 02141,4 that taking the tourse saved her life.
nclennanding variations 'in human sexual t havtor Oa

53) and fusers andjohnsots
wed to ourirtempts to underst ivnd this complexaspeet.of human
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education, a long-time and riaclitiong function of the cam-
numity college, is std considered a
delIf iSitilit- iry
cot students), Aar p ible_forma,_0]

of Chicago_

ul objective and there is age
-ifhas any value for pres-

model used in the City
ucation core used by the Univer-. re _than

gxe-hick---
graduation with an A.A.

with on the transfer student.
With the continuous decline in transfer students, and with the elimina-

--henxreltemirerenclwsmniontd--
is in the general courses, including the sciences, declined.

In an attempt ensure enrollments in biology and to offer other choices to
WO permit studcnts to substitute any two biologY

for general biology courses formerly required for graduation-.
program in nursing began at Mayfair CoLlege (the
liege), students were permitted to athatitute two

crr general biology courses. Chernistry.was a
substitute for physical science courses and psychology a substitute for social
science. In addition, students left general courses as colleges and universities
in the area eliminated biology as a requirement for graduatio

So, there we were with our bare dams hanfing out. We could not go
back to our old electives. Long gone were comparative anatomy and c- ol-

4
no longer ruired for pre-med. Fading gradually were in



eat o more
in the Waking of decisions about women's bodies; to a the stm des

of all warned and yet their imiquiness as individuals;' to become self-confi-
in-se can --aiternZve r tine

three cretht hours.

If there is a future general education science in the-community cal-
lege (a-pmposition-nadlydoi not-take for grafted) and if acourse in-the biol--
ogy of women can be in students' interests by providing motivation for learn-
ing as well as academic training in the principles of biology, then it is a good
alternative to the moil curse: It is notes watered-down courseit serves

anLuipWa=k2=CLU103 of ov min the lack of der-
standing of the biological basis of many of women's problems and in serving
the needs of the community or courses related to its problem's, this course
deserves a rightful place e curriculum.
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a mental block develokand
e kdbnuation Study habits ithentories

'Tenn (1972) and the Study Attitudes and
1972), can help students

_ geed for unprvennen vocaThislarf,-
g and study techniques,

uyfor
ration ratingrating for ea-6
nt's areas of suebrhs

o n . t inventory provides-asi
internal versus external control aspect of personality_'.) e

inventory is to ideddfy feelings.of personal control that may l
conceal-to &Wend.- Otte a theory proposes people who dernoessu-ate

ir li
an internal locus of conTrol perceive the life circumstances to be directly

to their own actions. These perceive themselves to he
n-elase -exercise4he----

rivusn un. g beliefs of personal

using events to luck. People who display

nventort(119581reveals one's priorities in life
four areas-wish fulftlimeor :cool

tudentswe instructed to rank-order
of one to a rank of four) several groups of statements consisting

-four alternatives. Each Aterreive represents one of thetoutmeas ofay.
fillment. A rank of one is given to the statement that is most descriptive of one- .

self, and so on. scores are then converted into percentile scores that
provide a of the ve ce of the four areas for each

individu ying interpretation sheet

for Introversion and Extro-
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up to
City College cativerginn

visual pattern preference exercises, and
fallen cxerdses. These eternises halvnbeen for.'

iic identifable theMes or patterns of thought. Once the
to- attempt to ident2yreetir?

intellectual and emotional aspects of
the lie onality. This may ting students with a

-Z-hypothetkal anuatiari- and noting--their this'irna-
e to may wish to obtain responses finm the class and then o

nses in categories. These categories -of answers may be used as a basis
--winch-to discuss ficoples-app roaehertri-newAnd uniquexiinations-itr- m.

ryday life_ Particularly interesting answers may verve ass l topics for
discussion.

Zamotion.-College-students are tremen
dots amounts of stress..They often are unaware e factors that contribute
to this level of pirssure, and this lack of knowled can lead Ma stress crisis.
The Social Readjustment Rating Sole (SRRS) (Holmes and Rahe, 1972)
provides a means &making students aware of the levels of tension and anxiety
witich andziffemani;ngacale---
of the relative contribution of each life event toward sum& Students should be

,cognizant of the dues for hypeftension and ulcers. It is a, good idea to couple
the administration of theiSRRSinwentory Ah a discussion of relaxation and
calnliniteihniquee. --- ---' -..---IP-----

The Inventor of Anger Comquinicatin$ VAC)-(Bien iu, 1976)
measures the degree to which-one appropriatelyiconftunicates anger. let is
importani19 imphisirp to students that anger o uman motion _

Often astinciated wiarfrustration and conflict. ThJinventory isccomposed of
thirty questions in which students iridir7ate typical reiktion A sample
question is 'Do you admit that u are an hen asked by someone ?" Each
answer is vtighted with a sco m 0-3. A score of 70 or above is an indi
lion that &student does co nicate personal feelings when angerea an
that,those feelings are corm -ten without incense physical or psychologic

cations. A re be in as a- deny
kat, aggressive jest
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Resources for further Information on teaching the sciences
in two-year colleges.

Sources and
Teaching the Sciences.

Donna illmr.

This concluding chapter highlights additional resources pertinent td this
volume's theme: science education in two-year colleges. After a brief overview
of general science education, the bibliography is arranged alphabetically by
subject areas.

The Center for the Study of Community Colleges conducted an inves-
tigation' of science' and 'science-related curriculum and instruction several
years ago (Cohen and Hill, 1978). A representative sample of instructors from
175 two-year colleges across the country provided information on class size,
course objectives, teacher expectations, use of class time, use of instructional
'media, satisfaction with and source of instructional materials, student class
activities, stressed competencies, grading practices, attendance requirements,
interdisciplinary approaches, assistance in teaching, means of courseimprove-
ment, and instructor's background. Hill and Mooney (1979) reviewed the
research methodologies imployed in the stud/and described the course-classi:'
fication system.

Brawer and Friedlander (1979) summarized the findings and conclu-
sions of the study and made recommendations to science and social science
faculty..,because two-year colleges play a key role in developing science and
-soda' science literacy in this country, faculty In these' fields must design dis-
tinctive courses and programs that make them attractive to the diverse popula-

New Dir "o for Community Colleges; 31, 1980

9
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tions they
I serve. The extent to which different areas with socialsthe socal sciences.,.-

._, are presented in the two-year-callege_cairriculwas_rsyriewed bTFriedlander
(1979). kre found that the range of transferkorient0 6urses (other than gery-
eral, intrQductory Survey, courses) was very limited very few social cience y. .

courses Were designed for occupational' students colleges oeriz general
introductory socialscience couse for continuing education students, and devel- , ,.

opmental social 4ci nced ass were rare. ,
AripxamPle of what Southeastern Community College in North .C46-

..- . .,_
ling has done to reduce failure and attrition rates in the science department.
was, reported by Scott. (1979). Faculty members analyzed course offerings,
identified specific course pferequisites, and developed instructional objectives.
AIs-tudy was done to correlate reading scores with science performance. In

addition, placement/strategies used by other institylions were` reviewed and a
science student ri3Of s assessment was developed.

-,
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-.These ERIC documents, unless otherwise indicated , are available 'on
rofiche, or in paper copy from the ERIC} Document Reproduction S

EDRS), Computer Microfilm 'International Corporation, 19 ,

Arlingt*, Va. 22210. The microfiche price for documents under 480 pages' is

0.83. _F'xices for papers 6,opy are: 1-25 pages, $1.82; 2650 pages, $3.32; 51-
5 pages, $4.82; 76-100 pages, $6.32. For Materials having more than 100

pagei, add $1.50 for each twentrtivelpagesincretnenst (or fraction there°
postage must be added to all orders. Abkracts of these and other docunients in
tfle junior college collection are available uPai request from-the ERIC clear

. nigh-Ouse for Junior ,Collegg, Room 96, Powell Library, University of Cali-
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